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Editorial by Judy True
My morning ritual includes reading newspapers, particularly the opinion section of the Wall Street Journal.
Recently Main Street columnist William McGurn titled
his piece, “Memo to GOP: Beat Obama.” (February
28, 2012, A -15) I couldn’t help the temptation to read
it as . . . Memo to GFRW: Beat Obama. The author
seemed to be speaking not only to rank and file Republicans, but he could also have been addressing our own
GFRW.

VOICES Magazine

our candidates. “The most vituperous charges are
coming from conservative Republicans. The attacks
are already being picked up by the Democratic National
Committee.” (McGurn, 2012)

A play on words but “We have met the enemy
and he is . . . US!” Republicans not only must overcome the Democrats, the Obamacrats, and the liberal
media, we must also overcome our bent for beating up
on each other. Perhaps Rick Perry said it best in one
of the debates when he reminded US, “I think anyone
McGurn described the perennial problem
on this stage is better than what we’ve got in place
mainstream Republicans and their candidates have
distinguishing themselves on issues. “Amid the hurly- [Obama].” Reviewing the debates, most of the conburly of a closely contested race, it can be easy to miss tenders had opportunity to support this observation.
And across our party, there is whole- hearted agreea simple fact: In all these areas – the economy, nament.
tional security and social policy
– the real disagreements beNovember’s election is
tween the candidates are a
less than six months away. It is
matter mostly of emphasis and
time to stop internal bickering and
tone. . . . There is not so much
schoolyard sniping that will defeat
difference where actual policy
the Republican cause. The time
is concerned.” Yet, all RepubliRepublicans spend fighting
can candidates scramble to set
amongst ourselves is time robbed
themselves apart from the
from effort needed to beat Obama.
crowd of contestants.
This is not a time for personal vendettas and internal warfare. This
Within GFRW our
Source: Graphic from Print Shop 22
IS a time for setting aside differRepublican beliefs are very
similar, differences in belief being a matter of emphasis ences and uniting behind our GFRW mission:
and tone. At the same time, we must acknowledge
there are personal differences which can drive US
Educating and Empowering Women
apart – weakening our organization at a critical time
for Better Government:
when strength and cooperation are necessities.
Educate, Empower, Elect
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Back on the Obama ranch, the Democrats sit
and smile – waiting for Republicans to slug themselves
into apathy or a weariness that will cost them the election. A smiling, waving Obama trots into Democratic
rallies. He reminds his loyal followers he has five more
years to accomplish what he has to do. With his war
chest burgeoning and his election machine already in
full swing, Obama can afford to smile.

Continuing to educate and empower our
members and readers, this issue of VOICES Magazine
takes aim at the up and down US Economy--frequently
cited as the issue of the 2012 election. We have had
strong response to our invitations to write for this issue,
from political power players, the Chamber of Commerce, the investment community, as well as our own
columnists.

Why this confidence? The Obamacrats have
had ample opportunity to study Republican tactics. For
years they have studied how our candidates talk themselves to death in debates, and they have rolled their
eyes as Republicans fractionalize themselves during
the year and months leading up to convention. And,
they gleefully sit back and wait for Republicans to research facts and quotes Democrats can use to defeat

You are invited to share this issue and future
issues of VOICES Magazine with relatives, friends, and
Direct your ideas for feature articles to:
neighbors across Georgia and in other states. Many
Millie Rogers
thanks go to our friends across the nation - like Kathy
E-mail:
VOICES.ga@gmail.com
Brugger, NFRW First Vice President, as she shares
your VOICES Magazine with California Federation
VOICES provides a forum for a wide
leaders.
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VOICES Magazine welcomes
your comments.
Send Letters to the editor
and ideas for columns to:
Judy True, Editor, E-mail:
VOICES.ga@gmail.com.

spectrum of opinions and permits
divergent viewpoints without implying
the endorsement of the Federation.
Bylined articles represent opinions of
the authors and not necessarily those
of GFRW
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Rose Wing, GFRW President
The Georgia Federation of Republican Women
and local clubs throughout the state are about . . .
Empowering, Educating and Electing, or what I
call the 3 “Es”.

Women.
Through
NFRW, you
receive a
magazine
GFRW Empowers Republican Women by that informs
you on the issues and emails about National
informing them of the Principles of the Republiissues and membership growth. The NFRW webcan Party which are:
As Republicans, we believe in upholding the US
site alone is a wealth of information on Educating
Constitution, fiscal responsibility and accountabil- our Republican women to Empower them to Eduity in all levels of government as well as strong
cate others about our Republican Principles family values. We further believe . . .
www.nfrw.org.

•The source of our Nation’s strength is in the right
of the individual to achieve their best.
•Government exists to protect the freedom of opportunity for its citizens where individuals’ creative
abilities can flourish.
•Government activities should be limited to those
critical functions that people cannot perform for
themselves, such as our infrastructure, security
and national defense.
•The most effective government is government
closest to the people.
•Equal rights, justice and opportunity belong to all
American citizens, regardless of race, creed, age,
sex or national origin.
•We are a Nation based on the rule of law, and it is
the responsibility of everyone to respect these
laws.
•Government is accountable for maintaining sound
financial policies and a responsible economy.
•Only a strong America can remain a free America.
It is essential to be in the position to negotiate for
world peace from a posture of a strong national
defense.
•We believe quality education is vital to individual
success and to a successful, economically competitive America.

We Empower Republican Women by
sharing with them accurate political facts and
what is taking place in local, state, and federal
governments.

GFRW also Educates to Empower by
our magazine VOICES. VOICES is nationally
recognized for its informative articles. Numerous
Republican organizations and Republican clubs
throughout the country are on the email list to
receive it. You can also find it by going to the
GFRW website – www.gfrw.org.
Upon Empowering Republican Women,
we are then able to Educate others about the
Republican philosophy through, political events,
forums, outreach, newspaper, and brochures.
NFRW and GFRW also provide campaign
schools for training to run a political campaign.
Through Empowerment and Education
we are able to Elect good Republican men and
women to office. This process of Empowering,
Educating and Electing enables us to obtain and
maintain the Republican Principles.
Because GFRW and local clubs are so
good at Empowering, Educating and Electing
through grassroots efforts, elected Republican
officials turn to US for support.

We must keep up the good work and
carry our 3 “Es” into this election year of 2012.
We Empower women through local club Keep Republican’s in office and get Democrats
meetings where the grass roots begin. By grow- out of office, particularly the one sitting in the
ing clubs and memberships, we provide Republi- White House.
can Women with the tools to Educate others
about Republican Principles.
I also want to thank all the women who
helped produce this VOICES and to Sue Everhart
GFRW Empowers Republican Women for her guidance in the Georgia GOP.
through Education and training. As a member of
a local club, you automatically become a member
Thank you for Empowering, Educating
of the National Federation of Republican Women and Electing Republicans.
and the Georgia Federation of Republican
4
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Is a retreat worth it? The cost, travel, planning,
and all that goes into a retreat can be demanding. BUT….the results can be amazing!

from the stressors left behind.

Your retreat planners have used the
ideas of Rosemary Rein, Ph.D., author of Go
Wild: Survival Skills for Business and Life and
By its very nature, a retreat removes
most distractions of everyday life. This offers an the founder of Costa Rica Learning Adventures
and Retreats Costa Rica, to spark creativity at
opportunity to focus completely on the vision,
leadership retreats.
upcoming tasks and events, build unity of purpose and goals, and, best of all, to get to know
one another. Not to mention the great opportu- • TAKE THEM OUTDOORS. Play is a way to
nity to have some fun as a team.
remove “bored” from the board room and
see the positive effect on creativity that the
GFRW positions are held for two years
outdoors can have. Be ready to enjoy a
and each administration has its own goals and
lakeside barbecue and fireside chats
objectives. A retreat can be held as soon as
possible, and preferably, when the weather is
• STIMULATE ALL OF THEIR SENSES.
pleasant for outdoor activities.
From cake raffles to wine tasting, new sensory experiences “can break people out of
A retreat is a sizable task and all large
their normal thought processes and open
tasks need a committee to pull it together for the
the door for breakthroughs.”
greatest benefit. Your Retreat Committee has
researched the location, program, speakers,
• LET THEM HAVE RECESS. Intersperse
activities, coordinated objectives and is promotbrainstorming sessions with physical activity
ing the event and preparing the agenda.
that inspire and demand team work. Callaway Gardens has many walking paths, a
Now is time to hold a GFRW leadernearby pool, and activities to enjoy when
ship retreat. A crystal clear plan with clear and
you take a break.
powerful objectives has been developed. The
plan, the goals, the objectives are in keeping
• THEMES THAT BUILD TEAMS. The cotwith the mission of GFRW and President Rose
tages at Callaway Gardens will give board
Wing’s vision.
members, committee members, and guests
— an opportunity to stay together, play
Callaway Gardens is just far enough
together, and plan together. A lakeside
away to give us all the feeling of being away and
cookout and fireside chats will provide an
out of convenient reach. The two night/threeopportunity to share creative insight and
day event permits time for social events, plenty
strategies and to enjoy informal conversaof time for work, and allows time to ‘decompress’
tion with guest politicos.
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•

SHOW THEM THE CASTLE. Attendees
will feel the vision and the mission of
GFRW—Educate, Empower, and Elect by
building strong, unified teams/committees.

•

ADD SOME HEART-RACING EXCITEMENT. The best learning occurs outside
the comfort zone and when the senses are
stimulated. Special awards will be given to
committees for promptness and task completion.

•

THE TISP FACTOR. Open your mind and
heart so that you can become a trusted,
important, and special member of the
GFRW team.

Remember, an effective team trusts,
depends, and relies on one another. That trust
can only be built by knowing one another and
one of the best ways to truly know someone is
spend time together.
Mark your calendar and be prepared
for an outstanding event. Our surprise political
guests will be on hand to share insight into the
upcoming election. The value of a leadership
retreat can be far greater than the time, effort
and costs involved. Try it, we think you’ll like it!
Additional resource: Retreats that Work: Everything
You Need to Know About Planning a Retreat, by
Sheila Campbell, et al., available as a download or in
paperback.
Staff adaptation of original article - “The Value of
Leadership Retreats” by Johnnel Woody. VOICES
Magazine, Dec. 2012, p. 24.
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By Saxby Chambliss
US Senator from Georgia
It’s no secret America is in the midst of a fiscal crisis. Washington is spending $1.5 trillion each year, and our national
debt is more than $15 trillion and growing. No less an authority
on national security than Admiral. Mike Mullen, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has said the greatest threat to
America is not Al-Qaida; it is our growing debt and deficit.

proven path to prosperity, one President Reagan implemented
in the mid-1980s.
To be clear: I am in favor of keeping tax deductions
that provide real benefits to Americans. There is no question
that deductions for mortgage interest, charitable giving, or
health-care expenses have provided a significant benefit to
many Americans and should continue.

In recent years, the government
has spent at a rate of 25 percent of GDP
(gross domestic product), but has taken in
revenues of only about 14 percent of
GDP. Coupled with the aforementioned
debt, this is obviously unsustainable. Our
children and grandchildren will pay a very
high price if we ignore the tough decisions
required to get America and our economy
back on track.

However, there are hundreds of provisions in the tax code that solely benefit special interests, but do not benefit most Americans. We all end up paying for these loopholes for a few. Lowering tax burdens while
removing such expenditures will provide more
economic growth for Americans and more
equity in the tax code.

The danger of this crisis is substantial, imminent, and predictable.

As my record demonstrates, I don't
believe raising taxes is the answer. America’s
tax code has become too burdensome and
complex. My pledge remains to protect taxpayers, not special interests.

Photo Courtesy of Senator Chambliss
Instead of sitting on the sidelines,
last year I decided to get into the fray and
tackle this problem head-on. As many of you know, I joined
five other senators to identify the difficult issues and make the
I was a proud co-sponsor of the Cut, Cap and Balhard decisions to address the twin challenges of our deficit
ance Act, which ultimately failed in the Senate. Now we must
and debt.
try other avenues.

Among other provisions, our proposal would reduce
the debt by $3.7 trillion over the next ten years, would stabilize
publicly-held debt by 2014, and would impose tough, honest
budget enforcement. We would accomplish this by reducing
discretionary spending, reforming entitlement programs, simplifying the tax code, and lowering tax rates.

My colleagues and I are still working hard to implement these ideas, so we can resuscitate America’s economy
and create much-needed jobs. A solution to this crisis must be
based on cutting spending and raising revenue through economic growth. Americans have demanded that their leaders
put our nation on track to sustained economic growth and real
job creation. These choices may not be ones we would like to
make, but ones we must make -- now.

We also examined tax reform, including eliminating
the alternative minimum tax that ensnares the middle class.
And, we want to broaden the revenue base significantly -- low- Chambliss, a Republican, is the senior US senator from
ering all individual and corporate tax rates -- to make the tax
Georgia and Vice Chairman of the Intelligence Commitcode more competitive for US businesses. This has been a
tee. In April, he received the Spirit of Enterprise Award

from the National Chamber of Commerce.
6
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By AUStin Scott
US HoUSe of Representatives
Before I was elected to Congress, I was a small
business owner for 20 years, just like thousands
of Americans. At the end of each fiscal year, I
sat down with a calculator in hand and drafted
my budget for the upcoming year. Whether it's
at work or sitting around the kitchen table, setting a budget is a routine millions of Americans
carry out every year. If I wanted my business to
prosper and my family to be cared for, I had to
have a budget. Unfortunately, Washington
doesn't work the same way.
The Republican Freshman class, of
which I am the President, collectively has more
than 300 children and grandchildren. We understand a budget is vital to setting priorities and
spending responsibly so their economic opportunities will be preserved. That is why we've put
forward and passed a budget that will do just
that. Before House Republicans passed last
year's House Budget, neither the House nor the
Senate had passed a budget since April, 2009.
The US Senate still has not passed a budget in
over 1,000 days.
The House of Representatives passed
this year’s “Path to Prosperity” budget. This
budget, which I voted in favor of, takes on some
of today’s greatest challenges—our nation’s
growing debt, sluggish economic growth, a tangled bureaucracy and our overly complicated
and uncompetitive tax code. It proposes longterm solutions to put our nation on the path to
fiscal solvency and sustained economic prosperity, so Americans can go back to work.

President Obama’s budget failed 414-0, without
a single Democrat or Republican voting in its
favor.
First and foremost, the House-passed
budget reduces our federal deficits while also
rolling back the disastrous defense cuts insisted
on by President Obama and Senator Harry Reid
in last year’s Budget Control Act (which I voted
against). Instead of making severe cuts to our
servicemen and women and their defense capabilities (one of the only areas where the Federal
government is given Constitutional responsibil-

Photo Courtesy of Congressman AUStin Scott.

ity), the House budget would replace the defense cuts with reductions in other budgetbusting areas of the Federal government. Our
budget would cut $5.3 trillion over the President’s budget proposal over the next ten years
and start US down the path to a balanced
Without such solutions, we face grave budget.
threats, ranging from an exploding federal debt
Secondly, this budget offers real soluto the mathematically certain insolvency of
Medicare, to a tax code that makes US uncom- tions for our seniors and the safety of the Medipetitive with other nations and stifles small busi- care program. Our budget keeps the program as
is for current retirees while allowing future senness job creation. That’s why I joined with my
iors a choice between a traditional Medicare
colleagues in the Republican Conference to
pass this year’s House budget. Of the six budg- option and premium support plans where senets brought to the floor for a vote, this budget is iors would select the provider of their choice.
the only one that passed the House. In contrast, This change would make Medicare solvent for

years to come, bring competition to the system
to reduce costs for seniors, and would take the
power over seniors’ healthcare away from a
team of government bureaucrats and give it to
millions of seniors working with their own doctors.
Finally, this budget would institute
numerous pro-jobs tax changes that simplify our
tax code, bring investment to the US and allow
small businesses to grow and hire new employees. Our budget would reduce the US corporate
tax rate to 25%, making our country competitive
with other nations so factories will be built in the
U.S and capital will be invested in American
industry. It would also reduce and simplify the
individual tax code so every American will
breathe more easily as April 15th approaches
each year. Finally, it proposes to eliminate many
of the special carve-outs and loopholes that
have built up over the years, making our code
fairer, simpler, and more competitive. Our
budget will lower taxes for most Americans,
while actually generating more revenue for the
federal government by ending abusive practices
and generating economic growth.
Unfortunately, many of the solutions
we’ve put forward will grind to a halt in the Democrat-controlled Senate, which hasn’t passed
a budget in over 1,000 days. Nevertheless, we
will continue to work to build on many of the
solutions this budget proposes with legislation
over the next few months. We plan to continue
to show the American people twe are serious
about enacting legislation to get our economy
moving, while also securing a prosperous future
for our children and grandchildren where their
individual liberties, personal freedoms, and economic opportunities are protected.
Scott, a Republican, was elected President of
the Republican Freshman Class in the US
House of Representatives. Scott was recently
awarded the Champion of American Family Business
Award from the American Family Business Institute.
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By Sue P. Everhart, Chairman
Georgia Republican Party
Photo: Judy True

Dear Friends,

problem is not that people are taxed too little, the problem is that government spends too much.”

Barack Obama unveiled his Fiscal Year 2013 budget
proposal, and the plan was underwhelming – to say the
very least. It is no secret that our
nation’s economy has been severely hindered under President
Obama’s guidance, but we are just
beginning to see the true long-term
effects of the Democrats’ binge
spending.

The fact of the matter is that while Republicans
continue to offer proposals to reduce government spending, create American jobs and stimulate
economic growth through small
business innovation and job creation, the Democrats insist on
spending their way out of our
budget crisis. Redundant, I know.

Under President Obama’s
plan, federal spending is expected
to increase by more than 50 percent over the next ten years, until
our government is spending nearly
$6 trillion in the year 2022. Under
his Administration’s own budget
projections, our national debt will
reach $25.9 trillion over the next
ten years – an increase of $10.6
trillion due to the President’s
spending proposals.

All the while, unemployment remains above 8%, the size
of our national debt has now surpassed our nation’s GDP and millions of Americans have lost faith
in the competence of our Executive Branch. As the CEO of the
United States of America, President Obama has failed as a
Photo Courtesy of Sue Everhart.
leader. If America were run like a
business, Mr. Obama would have
joined the ranks of the unemployed long before now.
By the end of this year, the Obama Administration is on track to have added $5.7 trillion to our debt
In November, the American people have the
during jUSt one term in the White House, more than
opportunity to tell Mr. Obama, “You’re Fired!” It is time
any other President in American history.
for responsible leadership, the restoration of the values
that have made America great and a new direction for
President Obama’s answer to our ballooning
our country. Together, let’s make America great again.
national debt? Higher taxes, of course; $1.9 trillion of
All my best, Sue
them, to be precise.
(Posted Feb. 15, 2012)

As President Ronald Reagan once said, “The

Heath Garrett, Political Strategist
Watch for his election commentary in the Special Fall Issue of
VOICES MAGAZINE
May 2012 VOICES Magazine
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Republican National
Convention
Tampa Florida
AugUSt 27-30, 2012
By Linda Herren
GOP National Committee Woman
We are less than 200 days away from the Republican
National Convention at the Tampa Bay Times Forum, which will
culminate on August 30th with the nomination of the next President
of the United States!
I was honored to be appointed to the Committee on Arrangements (COA) by RNC Chairman Reince Preibus. The members of this committee and the COA staff, along with the Tampa
host committee, are planning an event which promises to be the
best National Convention yet. With over 15,000 registered delegates, alternates, and guests, there will also be over 15,000 accredited news media. This year will introduce new technology to allow
those at home to follow the convention on Facebook and Twitter, as
well as the conventional news outlets.
Passes – Delegates and alternates elected to attend will each receive one guest pass. If you were unable to secure an elected slot
and know a delegate or alternate attending, you might ask if they

have one for you. The GAGOP will have extra guest passes available, due to our great RED performance. You can check with the
GAGOP after June 1st to inquire on availability of these passes.
Separate passes are issued for each day. Often times the guest
passes will be divided among a couple of people for attendance for
a portion of the event to accommodate as many people as possible.
FEES – The COA has not yet set a fee for attendance. The GAGOP
has set a fee of $400 per delegate, alternate, and guest. This fee
covers receptions held with the GA delegation, a great “goodie bag,”
and usually a breakfast with a speaker each morning at the delegation hotel.
Accommodations – The COA has not yet assigned hotels to the
various states. They have secured many beautiful properties in the
Tampa and Clearwater/St. Pete areas. Transportation will be provided from each hotel to the convention. The Tampa authorities
have arranged for a lane of the freeway to be blocked for these
buses. Travel time will be minimized and is usually a fun part of the
entire experience. Security will be top-notch for a safe, enjoyable
experience.
Go to www.gopconvention2012.com for more detailed information.
Follow the real time and behind the scenes updates now at
http:twitter.com/GOPconvention.

“Be willing to make decisions!
That’s the most important quality of a good leader.
Don’t fall victim to what I call the ready-aim-aim-aim syndrome.
You must be willing to fire.”
Quote: T. Boone Pickens
May 2012 VOICES Magazine
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By Patt Parker, Chairman
NFRW Public Relations Committee
THE NFRW Mission is TO EDUCATE
AND EMPOWER WOMEN FOR BETTER
GOVERNMENT and TO ELECT REPUBLICANS
NFRW Core Values:
Mission Driven – Integrity - Team Work

members receive a variety of services and
access to political activities and information at
all levels of government. Becoming a member
of a local club gives you three memberships -Your local club, your State Federation, and
NFRW!

For just $10.00 annually, a member receives
or has access to:
NFRW Programs include:
The NFRW’s membership magazine, the
· Legislation updates are provided on current
Republican Woman, as well as eleclegislative issues and how to affect state and
tronic communications tools, such as
national governance and important issues
the weekly newsletter and political
before our nation.
briefing.
· Training—Leadership, Campaigns, Get Out
Free or nominally priced publications like
The Vote, Membership Recruitment, Fundraisthe Leader’s Guide, Membership
ing.
Handbook, and Legislative Advocacy
Manual.
NFRW Community Service Programs:
The Member Center, a private online
· Caring for America encourages volunteersection of the NFRW Web site availism and private sector initiatives at all levels.
able to members only. The Member
Encourages local clubs and members to enCenter includes the Digital Resource
gage in projects that aid our US troops and
Library, which features committee
their families
and issue-related resources and
· Americanism—encourages awareness of
materials, general organizational
flag protocol and patriotism with resources,
publications and forms, event inforlinks and program ideas.
mation, graphics, and more.
Assistance in creating new clubs, launchNFRW Education and Literacy Programs:
ing or updating a state or club Web
· Literacy & Mamie Eisenhower Library
site, and other membership services.
Project (MELP) – fosters Republican philosoRepresentation in Washington, D.C.,
phy and ideas through the donation of patriotic
including the services of a profesbooks and dictionaries to libraries, schools,
sional staff and maintenance of the
hospitals, other institutions.
national headquarters, which is located a few miles from Capitol Hill.
NFRW Scholarships: Graduate and UnderA variety of sample items, multimedia and
graduate College Scholarship, as well as inresources that assist states and
ternships at the NFRW HQ are offered annuclubs with public relations and fundally to Republican Women of all ages.
raising efforts, membership recruitment, campaign and issue advocacy
Ten for $10.00!
programs, meeting planning, literacy
The National Federation of Republican
and support our troops initiatives,
Women has one of the lowest membership
leadership development, community
fees in the country – just $10.00 annually per
service, and more.
member. For this nominal fee, Federation
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Campaign Management Schools, Legislative Day at the US Capitol, and other
programs, workshops and seminars
that offer members the opportunity to
meet national Republican leaders,
discuss key issues, and develop
leadership and professional skills.
Networking opportunities and the ability to
meet and develop relationships with
women from across the country
through online discussion forums
and national events, such as the
biennial convention and annual
board meetings.
NFRW’s national events include interactive workshops, exciting speakers,
and informative programs and discussions.
Participation in an organization which is
not just about what you or I "get," but
about what we can "give" by working
together to impact the United States
of America and the future of our
children and grandchildren.
Let Our Voice Be Heard Around
Our Community and
Our Nation -Together We Will Make a Difference!

Who Am I?
Patt Parker is past
NFRW 2nd vice president and currently
chairs the Public Relations Committee. While
Patt’s master’s degree
is in national security
from the National War
College, she also holds
an MBA from Marymount University and has more than 100
graduate hours in leadership development,
organizational effectiveness and strategic
planning.
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By Chris Ries
Professor of Economics
Georgia Institute of
Technology

Some argue President Obama has been a very ineffective president. I
beg to differ. He and his administration have effectively dismantled key
sectors of the US economy. His unconstrained spending programs and
massive new entitlements have brought US near to a tipping point. He
has added $5 trillion to our nation debt in just three years – more than all
former presidents added together.

changed the basic relationship between a man and his government?)

Trade occurs only because each side gains with the exchange
of property. Each side trades something they value relatively less for
something they value relatively more. Each makes a profit. Each becomes better off than they were before the trade. Each has behaved
selfishly. Each has exercised his God-given right to the “pursuit of happiIn a bid for a second term, the President is going to offer up the ness.”
destruction of the American economy -- the greatest economic engine in
Adam Smith taught that the economy delivers wealth and prosthe history of mankind. He will pander to those who depend on governperity when these messy, chaotic processes of free markets are allowed
ment benefits and will try to add to their ranks.
to work their magic. It’s a powerful message. With freedom to trade the
size of the economy grows and prices fall. Free market economies proHow can we defend against a campaign strategy that has
duce ever larger quantities of goods and services
worked so often in the past buying votes with promises of government benefits and demonizing anyone Free people with free markets at lower and lower prices. Free countries are
create prosperity and wealth. rich.
who has enough courage to forecast the disastrous
consequences? We must convince voters that our
The Obama philosophy is deGovernment policies like taxes and
prosperity and wealth come not from government
stroying the economy. We are
regulation inhibit trade. As economies fall proprograms but from a vibrant and free American econvery close to the point where ductive activity declines, unemployment inomy. We must highlight the President’s antipathy and
unconstrained government
creases, and prices rise. Wherever governments
near hatred for the American economy. We must
substitute bureaucratic rules for free market decishow the President’s increasingly strident attacks on spending and economic consion making, people are poor.
our businesses and economic institutions come from trol will impoverish US all.
a dangerously outmoded view of world and US history
The Obama economic philosophy reand a terrible misreading of facts.
jects these realities of a free market economy. Instead, the President
Here’s how the economy works and what the Obama philoso- preaches that free markets are unfair and untrustworthy and even immoral. The President says America became rich by being an imperialist
phy despises:
country. It has been imperialism, not strong institutions and voluntary
trade, that created American prosperity. America’s wealth came not from
All prosperity comes from trade. A free market economy is a
ingenuity, hard work, and a system of markets that rewards these ensystem of individuals making transactions -- buying and selling. Each
trading partner builds and owns property and is willing to exchange that deavors. Rather, our wealth came from exploiting people and resources
in poorer countries. Within our country those who prospered did so by
property for something more valuable to them.
exploiting the “less fortunate (lucky) among us.” Those who are poor are
In a FREE market economy the exchange is VOLUNTARY.
victims of those who are rich. They are poor BECAUSE we are rich.
(Did Justice Kennedy refer to this fact when he said ObamaCare
(Continued on page 13)

“Every time the government shifts to the left the decimal point in taxes shifts to the right.”
May 2012 VOICES Magazine
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By Chris Cummiskey, Commissioner
GA Department of Economic Development
Public Domain: Photo by Alejandro Lizardo

I have the best job in the state of Georgia. That’s what I have
come to realize in the 16 months since I was honored with Governor Deal’s recommendation to lead the state’s Department of
Economic Development (GDEcD). Not only am I working with the
most dedicated team in state government, but our team has a
topnotch product to sell. Georgia’s business advantages set the
standard for job creation. Our geographic and cultural advantages
attract visitors from all over the world. We have some challenges,
to be sure, but we also have unique assets and a drive for excellence that will continue to make Georgia a leader in the global
competition for jobs.

as well as Brunswick, and (2) Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport -- the busiest and most efficient airport in the world.
Assets like these are invaluable to companies’ success, but they
take billions of dollars and decades of time to build. Georgia invested early, and our state’s citizens and economy have benefited
from the increased business these assets have stimulated.

I don’t want to minimize our challenges, though. Unemployment is still too high, and we can never rest in our quest to
create jobs. To this end, Governor Deal has set a goal for Georgia to become the No. 1 state in the U.S. for business and last
year launched the Georgia Competitiveness Initiative. Some of the
When companies consider
Two facilities anchor Georgia’s infrastructure
expansion into or within a state,
that our southeastern competitors cannot match: results of this strategic planning
process have already been impleworkforce is usually at the top of the • our Georgia Ports -- Savannah, the fourthmented: the Go Build Georgia
list, followed closely by a well devellargest and fastest-growing port in the U. S.,
program, for instance, to build our
oped transportation network, excelas well as Brunswick, and
labor pool of skilled trades people.
lent educational resources, and an
In addition, the Georgia legislature
environment that allows them to
• Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airoperate successfully in a costport -- the bUSiest and most efficient airport in has just passed several businessfriendly measures: an energy sales
efficient manner. Georgia’s outthe world
tax exemption for manufacturers;
standing capabilities in these areas
helped 360-plUS companies create more than 22,000 new jobs in the option to use state pension funds for venture capital-type investments; and, changes to strengthen some of our existing tax
Georgia during GDEcD’s last fiscal year – a record, despite our
credit programs. We have also been able to build up our dealstill fragile economy.
closing funds.
Our population continues to grow through in-migration;
However, to keep our competitive edge, we must take
and, our workforce benefits from some 50,000 annual graduates
two critical steps: deepen the Savannah Harbor and pass the
from Georgia’s institutions of higher education. A particularly
strong attraction for companies is Georgia Quick Start, the coun- transportation referendum. Georgia’s ports are the economic engine of this state, and we must ensure they are ready to accomtry’s most esteemed workforce training program. While other
modate the bigger ships that will soon be passing through the
states have sought to emulate Quick Start, our program has the
benefit of more than 40 years of experience, working with more
Panama Canal. Governor Deal and other leaders across the state
are united in their proactivity, and I have full confidence this bilatthan 6,000 companies and almost a million trainees.
eral support will result in enough federal and state funds to keep
Two facilities anchor Georgia’s infrastructure that our
our ports at the leading edge of commerce.
southeastern competitors cannot match: (1) our Georgia Ports -Savannah, the fourth-largest and fastest-growing port in the U.S.,
(Continued on page 13)

A liberal if someone who feels a great debt to his fellow man,
which debt he proposes to pay off with your money.
G. Gordon Liddy
May 2012 VOICES Magazine
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The American Economy—
Love It or Lose It
(Continued from page 11)
For the President, morality dictates we cut our use of
oil and other resources and reduce our consumption. We must
apologize to other countries for our exploitation -- for gaining our
wealth by causing their poverty. We must PAY THEM BACK.
This philosophy says any economic gains are inherently unfair if
they are unequal. Prosperous Americans have no rights to their
property, since it was built on the backs of the less fortunate. In
fact, the less prosperous Americans actually have a moral right
to claim the property of the more prosperous. This well-worn, but
demonstrably false, reading of history and economics is basically
Marxist at its root. And, it is dangerous.
We must highlight the nature of the President’s philosophy. It must be clear whenever the President speaks about the
economy that imperialism is the subtext. Without claims of imperialism, the President’s philosophy and its programs fall apart.
The claim of a superior morality falls apart. In fact, without
claims to an imperialist past and motives, the President’s programs are, in fact, immoral. They are theft. The President’s
policies will make US progressively poorer and eventually destroy the great engine of economic growth in history. Political
turmoil and violence are sure to follow. The sympathetic Occupy
Movement has given US our first glimpse of what lies ahead.
All prosperity comes from trade. People trade in order
to improve their lots in life – to generate profits. A network of
individuals and business trading with each other generates the
standard of living we have come to enjoy. A free market economy, unfettered but encouraged and facilitated by government, is
the only path which will provide our children and grandchildren
with the opportunities for freedom and prosperity that is their
birthright. We must not spend their birthrights on government
programs.
Our best hope for the next election is to make our philosophy absolutely and unashamedly clear. Free people with
free markets create prosperity and wealth. The Obama philosophy is destroying the economy. We are very close to
the point where unconstrained government spending and
economic control will impoverish US all.

Who Am I?
VOICES columnist Christine P. Ries is Professor of Economics at Georgia Tech. She is a specialist in international financial economics, corporate financial management, and organizational economics and governance.
She has served as consultant and advisor to many US
and foreign corporations.
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Forms for the 2012-2013 Club Achievement
Award and the 2012-2013 Betty Heitman
Award for State Excellence are now posted on
the NFRW website.
http://www.nfrw.org/membersonly/resources/
awards.htm
Road to Jobs in Georgia
(Continued from page 12)
The second crucial jobs catalyst we must address is our
transportation network. A vote for the upcoming referendum is a vote
for jobs in each person’s community – it’s as simple as that. Companies looking at expanding or relocating their businesses in the state
want to see a community is progressive and forward looking; and,
voting for transportation improvements sends a message to CEOs
that Georgia and its communities are committed to a continuous improvement strategy. Does the referendum offer perfect solutions? No,
it doesn’t; but, it’s a very strong plan and improving our transportation
issues can make the difference in whether Georgia, or a community,
lands on a company’s “short list.”
I want to make it clear the Georgia Department of
Economic Development does not work in a vacuum – we are only part
of the multi-layered partnership in the state that works to strengthen our
economy through new jobs and investment. Our partners, both public and
private, are in every corner of the state and are vital to our joint success.
We’re proud of our accomplishments. However, we are conscious every
day that they are the result of a team effort. I am very proud to be a part of
that team. Working together, we can and will surmount our challenges and
keep Georgia’s economy growing.
Photo Credit: Public Domain. Link: a href="http://
www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?
image=20694&picture=pUShing">PUShing</a> by Alejandro Lizardo

Who Am I?
Chris Cummiskey was tapped by Gov. Nathan
Deal to head the Georgia Department of Economic Development. As commissioner of that
department, Cummiskey leads the state’s efforts
to bring new jobs and indUStry to Georgia.
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By J. Cannon Carr, Jr.
Chief Investment Officer
CornerCap Investment Counsel
The stock market has rallied since the fall,
but few investors have really trusted it.
Since October, as with the past three years,
investors have overwhelmingly favored the
safety of bonds over riskier stocks, this
despite the improving economic outlook and
incremental progress in handling sovereign
debt in Greece, Spain, and Italy. Will the US
economy continue to improve—which could
be good for stocks and bad for bonds—or
*Photo: public domain BY Petr Kratochvi*
will the global economy slow, crimping the
US recovery, unleashing sovereign defaults,
and validating investors’ almost insatiable
appetite for safety?

high dividend-paying global stocks to uncomfortably high prices. On top of that, uncertainty about the economy, tax policy, and
potential regulatory regimes has put a premium on cash for both individuals and corporations. In contrast, US stocks, high yield
bonds, and some emerging markets appear
relatively more attractive.

What about inflation? We can’t
predict when the era of cheap debt ends,
but in the medium-term (5-7 years) we must
expect at least higher rates. Admittedly,
most industries in developed countries remain under capacity with low wage presWatching quarterly economic data
sures, so disinflation is more likely for the
has been proven to be a loser’s strategy. It
near-term. Austerity measures in Europe
tends to drive reactionary and counterpromay also continue to override necessary
ductive moves in the markets. A bigger
structural reforms for growth, exacerbating
picture is, therefore, in order. We can use
that picture not so much as to predict the future (no one has done it the problem. Echoing in the background is China’s own debt issues
consistently yet) but to better evaluate potential outcomes and rec- as local governments cope with falling real estate values. But on
the brighter side, we are finally seeing Europe make some proognize extremes in investments.
gress, with opportunity this spring to solidify their progress. For the
The underlying reality is that we are entering a new era in United States, healthier credit markets and balance sheets should
help it weather reasonable storms; and, growth in 2012 may end up
the relationship of debt and growth. For the past 20 years, unique
better than expected, although policy missteps in Europe or the
circumstances fueled strong economies with historically cheap
United States admittedly present risk.
funding. The formula of easy money (low rates) arguably cannot
drive growth indefinitely, especially as countries reach debt ceilAs always, bonds, stocks, and other investments all play
ings. Ultimately, higher borrowing costs should prevail, commensua role to support each investor’s near term and long term goals.
rate with increased risk.
Portfolio diversification is the right investment approach as global
issues unfold. Volatility should be expected, as the world works
This is a natural balance, but it will likely challenge our
through its challenges, but the appropriate investment strategy
ingrained assumptions—from correlations among investments, to
should be able to balance risk/reward with fundamentals and probstandards of living, to policy choices and branding of political parties. Core philosophies need not change, but we must be willing to able outcomes to help investors meet their long-term financial objectives in an uncertain time.
find a new balance and embrace new solutions.

Portfolio diversification is
the right investment
approach as
global issues unfold.

This is not to imply gloom and doom. Unwinding of cheap Who Am I?
debt will also present new opportunities and risks for investors.
While policy prescriptions and living standards may change, human Cannon Carr is Chief Investment Officer
emotion does not, and human emotion is always having an influfor CornerCap Investment Counsel, an
ence in asset prices and markets.
independent investment advisor with offices in Atlanta and Charlotte, serving
Accordingly, we continue to think fear has driven defen- private clients, institutions, foundations,
sive investments like US Treasuries, corporate bonds, and several and endowments.
*Calculator Photo: href=httpwww.publicdomainpictures.netview-image.phpimage=12542&picture=calculator-and-marketsCalculator And Marketsa by Petr Kratochvi
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By Chris Owens
Chair: GFRW National Legislative Committee
of the opposition to ObamaCare. More than half of Americans
want the mandate struck down. In
various polls, statistics show that
somewhere between 53% and 72%
say the Supreme Court should strike
it down. The issues of the unconstitutional individual mandate forces
Americans to buy government dictated health insurance or pay a penalty. The anti-conscience mandate
During the last week in March, the religious employers, including charities, hospitals, and schools, must
Supreme Court heard arguments on the
provide abortion-inducing drugs and
constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act
contraception, despite the fact such
for three days. The latest ironical news reservices contradict their very core
ported on ObamaCare from the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) is that 20 million religious beliefs, were argued. Religious institutions and the faithful
Americans could lose their employer sponsored health benefits, which means citizens could suffer, if their religious liberties
are lost. In addition, future generawill NOT be able to keep the benefits they
have enjoyed as they were promised”! They tions will pay the cost.
also will most likely not be able to keep their
own doctor either. In addition, 49 to 51 milThe Justices heard argulion more Americans could become depend- ments about whether the penalty you have to
ent on government sponsored health care.
pay, if you don’t buy the government manThis won’t come cheap for taxpayers who
date, is a tax. If all the feds have to do to
bring a directive under the taxing power is to
pay their taxes! (Approximately half of all
Americans, however, pay no taxes!)
fine you, if you fail to do it, then, they can
ObamaCare could cost as much as $2.6
order you to do anything that doesn’t conflict
trillion, though the CBO originally speculated with some other constitutional protecit would only cost $938 billion! Individual and tion. They also heard arguments about sevemployer mandate penalties could hit $221 erability of the individual mandate -- the rembillion.
edy if the mandate is found unconstitutional - though, I believe, the Senate removed this
ObamaCare is expected to force
from the bill. The argument about the masAmericans to pay $99 billion more in taxes
sive Medicaid burdens foisted on the states
and penalties. Also, those families earning
was also heard. These burdens are so onover $250,000 will get hit with a higher Medi- erous as to amount to unconstitutional coercare payroll tax. The approximate $500
cion by the Feds on the states.
billion in Medicare cuts will be evident. Doctors will suffer from increased patient load,
Most of us have learned Justice
increased regulation, and lower government Anthony Kennedy will be considered the
reimbursement for their services. Jobs will swing vote in the verdict of this case, which
be lost. Millions of Americans will remain
will most likely be determined in June. One
uninsured and stuck in overcrowded emerquestion which he asked that should encourgency rooms.
age us was: “And here the government is
saying that the Federal Government has a
Polling data has shown the extent duty to tell the individual citizen that it must
The two year “anniversary” of the Affordable
Care Act ("ObamaCare") has come and
gone; however, the intensity of the removal
of this cancer has been magnified! It not
only threatens our health care and at least
one-fifth of our economy, but it threatens our
very fundamental liberties and constitutional
rights. The fabric of our nation will be
changed forever, if this mandate is not overturned!

act, and that is different from what we have
in previous cases, and that changes the
relationship of the Federal Government to
the individual in a very fundamental
way.” Hopefully, then, Justice Kennedy will
take a look, so he can see the law does not
solve the problem of uncompensated care
being shifted to those with private insurance. He, then, can vote to declare the individual mandate unconstitutional and restore
our freedom, so we can begin anew with
sensible market-based reform.

Who Am I?
Chris Owens is serving
GFRW in her second
term as Legislative
Chair/National, and as
3rd District Chair. She
is a past Vice President
of the Coweta County
Republican Women’s
Club and presently is a
member of the Greater
Fayette Republican Women’s Club.
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By Mary Van Brink
Introduction – Many factors impact the viability of American jobs
and prompt companies to relocate or expand their businesses
overseas. These are a few areas that play a role in the decline of
American jobs:
• Tax Policy
• Regulatory Compliance
• Profit Margins
• Educated Workforce
• Emerging Middle Class
• Manufacturing Jobs
• Competitive Salaries
Tax Policy – Now that Japan has lowered its corporate tax rate,
the US charges the highest corporate income tax rate in the world.
The corporate tax rate makes the U.S. non-competitive with the
rest of the world, and new companies from overseas don’t want to
locate here. Also, US companies are enticed to relocate to other
parts of the world to avoid the corporate tax.

warming by pointing out people's natural curiosity about natural
weather events.” In addition to Global Warming proponents,
Agenda 21 initiatives negatively impact the cost of doing business.
To learn more about Agenda 21, see this 9-minute video entitled
“Agenda 21 for Dummies” at http://youtu.be/TzEEgtOFFlM.
The threat of Obamacare is a deterrent for small business startups. Entrepreneurs realize if they hire the staff they
need to fulfill their business goals, the legislative mandates will
cause them to fire staff to ensure funds are available to buy the
required insurance coverage for the remaining staff.
Profit Margins – Bloomberg News reports “US companies
amassed at least $1 trillion in foreign profits not taxed in the U.S.
as of the end of 2010. That cumulative total, based on filings by
135 companies, increased 70% over three years, from $590 billion
in 2006.”

In an article entitled “The Real Reason American Manufacturing Jobs Have Gone Overseas”, Adrian Childers wrote on
In a response to Ireland’s 12.5 percent corporate tax
January 23, 2012,” It turns out low labor costs are only a small
rate (versus ~35% US rate) luring U.S. corporations to relocate
reason of why American companies choose to manufacture prodthere, Michelle Bachmann said, “American companies have sitting
ucts overseas instead of the United States. Even though many
in the bank over a trillion dollars. If we had a zero rate of repatriaexecutives work for American companies in the U.S. would rather
tion, by the afternoon that trillion dollars would be back in the
manufacture their products at home, they say the U.S. simply can’t
United States. Do you have any idea of how many jobs would be
compete with foreign countries anymore. They cite a lack of techcreated?”
nical skills needed, companies in the U.S. are slow and less efficient than those overseas, and workers in foreign countries are
According to renowned supply-side economist Arthur
willing to work harder and longer hours. The worst part of AmeriLaffer, the cost of tax compliance is 30%, which means that for
can workers essentially being stupider, slower, and lazier than our
every dollar collected by the Federal government, it costs 30 cents
counterparts in foreign countries is that the entire supply chain for
to comply with the tax code. In addition to the corporate tax, the
most finished products is now on the other side of the world.”
personal income tax punishes investors, entrepreneurs, and those
who would hire other people.
Childers goes on to explain, “Although middle class
Americans suffer when economies transition such as those from
Regulatory Compliance – In John Ransom’s recent article entian agricultural economy to a manufacturing one or manufacturing
tled “You are Invited to Occupy the Job-Killing, Wealth-Robbing
to an information age─we are now faced with a much larger chalEPA Mafia,” Ransom says the “EPA includes the 17,384lenge, which is the huge increase in labor force. Americans have
employee wrecking crew that is the EPA.” He said, “This week
never had to compete with the hundreds of millions of workers in
(ending March 30, 2012), the racket put the coal industry out of
the Chinese labor force that twenty or thirty years ago were walled
business, helped raise electricity prices for everyone, and did it all
off from the global economy. The workforce in China, India, and
for the low, low price of $9,000,000,000 per year.”
other newly industrialized countries dwarf the entire US population, and they are willing to work under much stricter conditions
Ransom points out the EPA “confidence game is decepthan we are used to working in.”
tive science that manufactures evidence of climate change/global
Continued on Next Page
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workforce in relationship to our economy was substantial because for
every manufacturing job impacted, three-to-four other ancillary jobs are
lost.

In Pallavi Gogoi’s December 28, 2010, article entitled, “Job
Market Booming Overseas for Many American Companies,” Gogoi
quotes Robert Scott, a senior international economist, "There's a huge
In addition, Emblem wrote, “Over 40% of our nation’s drugs
difference between what is good for American companies versus what is
are now imported, and up to 80% of the active pharmaceutical ingredigood for the American economy."
ents in drugs, particularly over-the-counter drugs, are manufactured in
"Companies will go where there are fast-growing markets and foreign countries. America’s service economy is also being quickly dismantled in favor of inexpensive foreign labor. By 2015, over 3.3 million
big profits," says Jeffrey Sachs, globalization expert and economist at
Columbia University. "What's changed is that companies today are get- higher-paying ‘service’ jobs like accounting and payroll processing will
have left the country.”
ting top talent in emerging economies, and the US has to really watch
out."
James C. Cooper (The Fiscal Times) wrote, “Manufacturing
jobs were 20 percent of private sector payrolls in 1990, 15 percent in
"There is a shift in economic power that's going on and will
continue. China jUSt became the world's second-largest economy," says 2000, and just over 10 percent in April, 2010. Large multinational corpoDavid Wyss, chief economist at Standard & Poor's, who notes that half rations have cut 2.9 million US jobs over the past decade, while adding
of the revenue for companies in the S&P 500 in the last couple of years 2.4 million workers to their overseas operations.”
has come from outside the US
Competitive Salaries – In Alison Doyle’s
article entitled, “Where Have All the Jobs
Educated Workforce – On November 8,
In addition to technology jobs
Gone,” she estimates that “over the next 10
2010, in Tracy Emblem’s article entitled
leaving the US,
years, over 3 million US service industry jobs
“Where Have America’s Good-Paying Jobs
jobs in every sector are going abroad, and up to $136 billion in wages will move overGone?” she wrote, “Americans were promincluding mortgage processors,
seas to countries including India, Russia,
ised high-paying technology jobs. Embracing
the ‘new’ economy, droves of Americans
claim adjUSters, financial analysts, and China, and the Philippines. Doyle notes that
88% of the firms said they got better value for
returned to school and attended training
telemarketing professionals.
their money overseas, and 71% said overseas
programs to become a part of the new job
workers did better quality work.
market; however, from 2001 to 2008, 26% of
our nation’s technology jobs were outsourced to foreign countries. IroniA Deloitte Research survey reports the world's 100 largest
cally, American workers not only lost their jobs, but were slapped in the
face when foreign workers with H1-B visas were hired to fill some of the financial-services companies expect to transfer about $356 billion of
their operations and two million jobs offshore over the next five years.
remaining jobs.”
For a listing of US companies that are either sending American jobs
overseas or choosing to employ cheap overseas labor instead of AmeriAccording to Jeffrey Sachs, “The US is falling in most global
rankings for higher education while others are rising. We are not fulfill- can workers, click this link: http://bit.ly/971jTp.
ing the educational needs of our young people." Sachs says, "In a globalized world, there are serious consequences to that."
In addition to technology jobs leaving the US, jobs in every
sector are going abroad, including mortgage processors, claim adjustEmerging Middle Class – Pallavi Gogoi said, “A key factor behind this ers, financial analysts, and telemarketing professionals.
runaway international growth is the rise of the middle class in these
(e.g., China and India) emerging countries. By 2015, for the first time,
The labor market is slowly recovering, but with low wage jobs.
the number of consumers in Asia's middle class will equal those in
The US has lost at least 3 million high paid jobs forever.
Europe and North America combined.”
James C. Cooper says so far the recovery has generated a
“All of the growth over the next 10 years is happening in Asia," majority of lower paying jobs. Economists at UBS, who track payrolls in
says Homi Kharas, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution and forindustries where hourly wages are above the overall average vs. sectors
merly the World Bank's chief economist for East Asia and the Pacific.
with pay below the average, say job growth in low wage industries has
been generally faster since the recovery began in mid 2009. In particuManufacturing Jobs – According to Tracy Emblem, around 1983,
lar, job gains in the retail-trade and leisure-and-hospitality sectors,
manufacturing was the first industry to go. Nationally, the Council on
where hourly pay is 32 percent and 43 percent, respectively, below the
Foreign Relation estimates that since 1983, two million manufacturing
average for all private sector employees, have accounted for 27 percent
jobs have been moved offshore. The loss of our nation’s manufacturing of this year’s job growth.
Continued on Next Page

The facts of life are conservative!
Margaret Thatcher
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Solutions
Education – Phase out the Department of Education over time.
Ensure that students remain in school by providing alternatives to the standard education path. In addition to teaching
the basics and computer skills, offer students a track to
learn trades such as masonry, welding, electronics, plumbing, and construction. Also, provide a variety of education
alternatives, including public schools, home schools, charter
schools, parochial schools, and private schools. Reduce
the influence of the federal government and allow decisions
to be made at the local and state levels.
Tax Incentives – Eliminate the corporate tax. Initiate a flat rate
income tax and transition to a consumption tax with the
same rate being paid by all U.S. consumers. Remove tax
incentives for American firms that are shifting jobs overseas.
In September 2010, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce with
Senate Republicans killed the vote on Senate Bill 3816, a
bill that would have ended tax breaks for companies which
ship American jobs to foreign countries only to import foreign made products back to the United States.
Separation of Powers/Checks and Balances – According to
JD Van Brink (Voices contributor), the problem is, the administrative agencies within the Executive Branch of government are performing the role of the legislative branch, which
is unconstitutional. The answer is for the legislative branch
to exert its constitutional authority to perform oversight of
the Executive Branch. The EPA can exist, but cannot act
outside laws passed by Congress.
Free-Market Capitalism – Let the free market work out the recovery on its own. Supply and demand will level out the
playing field naturally and without government interference.
We need to stop the bailouts because it is okay to fail. Failure is a major component of success.
Legislation – Until Americans understand how our nation’s jobs
have been hijacked to foreign countries, and Congress imposes fair trade policies to level the playing field for our
nation’s workers, our jobs will not return home anytime
soon.

VOICESmail
As VOICES Magazine continues to grow and attract
contributors and readers, more articles are available
than can sometimes be included in the regularly scheduled issues. Likewise we receive articles deserving
immediate distribution rather than waiting for scheduled publication dates.
The VOICES staff has initiated a news service – via
internet emails, through which time sensitive articles
may be shared with readers as soon as the articles are
available. Such items may be repeated in upcoming
issues of the magazine if they are still timely and relevant to readers’ interests.

Do your friends have internet access?
Do you have a friend who is technically challenged when
it comes to computers?
Do they watch their emails for VOICES, announcements,
and legislative updates?

Who am I?
“Voices” columnist Mary R. Van Brink
has a degree in English-Journalism from
Tennessee Technological University.
Mary has worked as a technical writer for
companies such as EDS, General Motors, IBM, First Union (now Wells Fargo),
and Solvay Pharmaceuticals. Currently,
she is a Contract Sr. Technical Writer at
Immucor in Norcross, GA. Mary is a
member of the Cobb County Republican
Women’s Club, an associate member of
the Cobb Regional Republican Women, and is the Editor of the
Cobb GOP newsletter: “The Trumpet Call.”

May 2012 VOICES Magazine

Help them get new issues of VOICES Magazine and The
Republican Woman. Help them access their “news” by
clicking on the link provided and go directly to a full color,
PDF file of the magazine. (VOICES Magazine USually
appears in April, September and December. The Republican Woman is issued two or three times per year.)
Help your friends access and copy the magazines from
www.gfrw.com ( Login: GFRW09, Password: GOPwomen) and www.nfrw.org (Login: federation, Password:
nfrw1938).
Federation publications archived on the websites are just
a click away from their computer screen.
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The Republican Presidential Primary is in the home stretch as the remaining candidates pursue the magic number of 1,144 delegates. It is
incumbent upon each of US to fully get behind the Republican nominee
whoever that may be. No one can afford to simply “sit this one out.”
Washington has become a factory of political favors by many in BOTH
parties. It is not merely the presidency with which we must concern
ourselves. We must elect the right people to the U. S. Senate & the U.
S. House of Representatives and hold them ACCOUNTABLE.
In February of this year, Senator Jim DeMint (R-SC) introduced an amendment calling for congressional term limits. The legislation was defeated with 52 Democrats and 23 Republicans opposing it.
Want to know how our two Georgia senators voted? Both Isakson and
Chambliss voted with every single Democrat AGAINST this muchneeded amendment. It is very telling that the senators who voted
against term limits have been in the U.S. Senate 13.6 years compared
to 6.4 years for those who supported the legislation. The longer people
are in Congress, the more power they get, and the more they lose touch
with the voters who elected them. One may argue term limits are unnecessary because that is what elections are for. Oftentimes entrenched politicians have no opposition within their own party because
of the vast amounts of money it takes to run a campaign.

The Diamond
Report

A riveting NFRW workshop was presented by Anita Moncrief,
a courageous African American woman who is known as the ACORN
Project Vote whistleblower. Ms. Moncrief is now the national spokesperson for American Majority and the editor-in-chief of the website,
Emerging Corruption. As a former employee of ACORN, she helped
expose the corruption and criminal activity of this organization. ACORN
has now morphed into Project Vote. According to Anita, Project Vote’s
officials have boasted, “If there is an election worth stealing, it will be
stolen.” She was working very closely with Andrew Breitbart before his
untimely death. To combat the rampant voter fraud committed by these
liberal organizations, Anita implored each of US to get involved with
True The Vote. True The Vote "is an initiative developed by citizens
for citizens to inspire and equip volunteers for involvement at every
stage of our electoral process to actively protect the rights of legitimate
voters regardless of race or party affiliation."
I signed up with True The Vote and encourage each of you to
go to their website to participate. Our election process is under assault. Anita gave countless examples of voter fraud and vote tampering. In one Nevada county in 2010, 70% of the ballots were absentee!
In this same county, the voting machines were maintained by the SEIU,
the radical Service Employees International Union, a.k.a an appendage
of the Democrat party. Ms. Moncrief concluded by saying we must
drive legitimate voter registration.

As you are aware, recently the U. S. Supreme Court heard
three days of testimony on the constitutionality of Obamacare. Now we
must wait until June to learn the fate of the best health care system in
Benjamin Franklin noted, “It is in the region of ignorance that
the world. Uncertainty remains in this case where the view of Justice
tyranny begins.” We all have increasingly busy lives, but we must remain informed. The resources noted below provide invaluable informaKennedy is likely to decide the outcome.
tion on what is taking place in our nation: (See resources below.)
On March 15-17, the National Federation of Republican
Women (NFRW) held their board meeting in New Orleans. It was an
empowering experience. Louisiana’s elected Republican officials are a Who Am I?
true tour de force and very supportive of Republican women. Well
Felicity Diamond graduated from
known Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal gave an impassioned onethe University of Mississippi with a
hour presentation minus notecards or teleprompter. Lt. Governor Jay
degree in Health Information ManDardene gave an equally compelling speech. Just when we thought it
agement. She worked for CDC
could not get any better, five of Louisiana’s U. S. Representatives each
and is now a licensed real estate
gave inspiring, call to action presentations: Representatives Dr. John
agent/property manager. She
Fleming, Steve Scalise, Dr. Bill Cassidy, Rodney Alexander, and Jeff
Landry. Later I spoke to freshman Representative Jeff Landry who is a currently serves as President of
the Cobb County Republican
solid conservative Republican. Some of you may recall Rep. Landry
held up the sign "DRILLING = JOBS" during President Obama’s speech Women’s Club.
to the Joint Session of Congress.
RedState.com
WorldNetDaily
Townhall.com
DrudgeReport.com
HumanEvents.com
May 2012 VOICES Magazine

NewsbUSters.org
TheDailyCaller.com
ProjectVoteSmart
Breitbart.com
AmericanThin
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Republican Study Committee - organized by conservative House Republicans provide a wealth of information on issues before Congress—and
inform you how they voted!
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By J. Randolph Evans
McKenna, Long & Aldridge
GOP insiders have turned their attention to
who might be a good Vice Presidential candidate. The movie "Game Change" (about the
selection of Governor Sarah Palin by Senator
John McCain) has highlighted the kinds of
things presidential nominees and their campaign teams consider when making one of the
most important decisions in their political career. Selecting a running mate involves a
personal and political calculus that is different
from anything that a nominee will have ever
undertaken.

home state of Delaware was a safe state for
President Obama in 2008 and Cheney's
home state of Wyoming was a safe state for
President Bush in 2000 and 2004.

nors. Winning any of these states Barack
Obama won in 2008 would be a big step toward a General Election win.

The South will be critical for the
GOP nominee. One school of thought is to
pick a southern governor to conserve resources during the fall campaign in the
South. Many of the southern Republican
governors would fit the bill. If the goal was to
pick a southern governor who had also run for
the presidency, and whom conservatives
love—it would be Texas Governor Rick
Perry. For a new, young face, it would be
Democratic Presidential nominee
Success in the presidential election
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal. As a very
could be determined by the nominee's choice John Kerry picked North Carolina Senator
accomplished (now in his second term as
for vice president. President Ronald Reagan John Edwards. It did not work out so
Governor at age 40) son of immigrant parsaw it as an opportunity to reunite the Repub- well. Kerry lost in 2004 and the Democratic
ticket lost Edwards' home state of North Caro- ents, he could reinvigorate "the American
lican Party after a contentious nomination
Dream," which is largely (and sadly) lost on
lina by 12.4%.
process. He picked as Vice President
America's youth.
George H.W. Bush, his principal primary opSometimes, Presidential nominees
ponent. It worked. He defeated incumbent
Then, there is the possibility of andecide to go outside of the box and go for the
President Jimmy Carter in 1980.
other game-changer pick. Here, look for the
homerun pick. Democratic nominee Walter
nominee to consider seriously a woman as
President Bill Clinton picked a run- Mondale picked New York Congresswoman
Geraldine Ferraro in 1984. Republican nomi- his running mate. So far, the Obama camning mate based on compatibility. Hence,
nee Bob Dole picked former NFL quarterback paign has worked hard to target women voteven though President Clinton was from Arers as part of its General Election stratand New York Congressman Jack Kemp in
kansas, he picked Tennessee Senator Al
egy. One of the most effective counters
1996. And, Republican nominee John
Gore who was also from the South. It
McCain picked Alaska Governor Sarah Palin would be for Republicans to actually put anworked. He defeated incumbent President
other woman on the ticket. Who knows—
in 2008. None worked out, although everyGeorge H.W. Bush.
one concedes Governor Palin was definitely a could the third time be the charm with New
Mexico Governor Susana Martinez as both
Presidents George W. Bush and
game-changer for McCain's flagging camBarack Obama picked party loyalists. Presi- paign.
the first woman and Latina Vice President?
dent Bush selected Dick Cheney, a former
The 2012 GOP Vice Presidential
congressman and secretary of defense. He
was a safe pick. He had the knowledge of a selection will soon be before US. If the goal
Who Am I?
is Republican unity, the GOP nominee could
Washington insider and the confidence of
Republican Party operatives. President Bush follow the Reagan model and pick one of the
won election in 2000 and reelection in 2004. other candidates who ran for the nominaRandy Evans of McKenna Long & Aldridge
tion. Largely, they are known quantities at
served as outside counsel to the Speakers
Similarly, President Barack Obama this point, so there should be no “surprises.”
of the 104th—109th US Congresses, Denpicked then Senator Joe Biden, a sitting
nis Hastert and Newt Gingrich. He also
United States Senator who had served DelaIf the goal is to maximize the GOP
represents several other members of Conware since 1973. He was a safe pick. He too ticket's chances in the battleground states,
gress as well as elected officials in Georgia.
the calculus is different. The battleground
had the knowledge of a Washington insider
He is Chairman of the Board of the Newt
and the confidence of Democrat Party loyal- states have some strong talent and effective
Gingrich Companies. Evans is a frequent
vote getters. Florida has Senator Marco
ists. President Obama won in 2008.
lecturer and author on subjects of profesRubio (who has the added benefit of being
Neither Vice President Cheney nor Latino—a group that will be critical to a Gensional liability and ethics, government ethics
eral Election win). Nevada, New Mexico, and and politics.
Vice President Biden brought much to the
Indiana all have strong Republican govertable in terms of their home states. Biden's
May 2012 VOICES Magazine

Yet, Electoral College mathematics
often plays a significant role in the selection of
a vice president. President George H.W.
Bush picked then Indiana Senator Dan
Quayle in order to shore up his ability to win
an important Midwestern state. It worked in
1988.
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By J. Randolph Evans
McKenna, Long & Aldridge
To listen to the mainstream media, voters
might think the outcome of the upcoming
presidential election is a foregone conclusion. By all accounts, most of the media
believe President Barack Obama will be
handily reelected. Make no mistake, President Obama does have some huge advantages heading into the fall election. Here are
a few.

waiting for direction. Through technology, it
is now possible to synchronize their events,
communications, and actions in an unprecedented way.

gubernatorial election between then incumbent Governor Roy Barnes and challenger
Sonny Perdue. No one could imagine a way
in which Sonny Perdue, the underfunded
former state senator from Bonaire, Georgia,
could actually unseat Roy Barnes, the heavily funded, politically powerful, and omnipresent incumbent governor from Marietta. But,
he did.

And toward that end, President
Obama’s campaign team has fully “wired’”
every one of those groups. Now, with a
touch of the “send” button on an iPad, entire
groups can be directed to simultaneously
Twice since 1980, voters have
begin singing from the same page of the
First, President Obama has the
advantage of incumbency. This means flying hymn book at a prearranged location with the decided not to reelect a sitting president. In
fervor and conviction of a spontaneous politi- 1980, Ronald Reagan defeated incumbent
around the country at taxpayer expense on
President Jimmy Carter. In 1992, Bill Clinton
cal eruption.
Air Force One. It means meetings in the
defeated incumbent President George Bush.
White House and the perks of the Office of
the President.
Americans expect performance and Both times, the eventual winner weathered a
tough primary for the right to face an incumthe most important measure of
bent president. Both times, no one gave the
Second, President Obama has the
performance is the economy.
eventual winner much of a chance. In fact,
advantage of money. He is well on his way
Stay on the economy and
neither President Reagan nor President Clintoward raising one BILLION dollars for his
it will decide the election
ton were considered ideal nominees at the
campaign. This does not include all of the
time. Yet, both President Reagan and Presimoney he will raise directly and indirectly for
dent Clinton won election (and reelection)
the so-called Super PACs. It also does not
handily. They proved the incumbent presiFourth, President Obama has a
include the billions of taxpayer vote buying
dents can be beaten.
parade of celebrities, movie makers, media
dollars that get handed out like candy as
government expenditures, taxpayer backed personalities, and news organizations ready
How? It was the economy, stuand waiting to sing his praises or crucify his
loans, or grants.
enemies. By the end, the censor of political pid. Both Presidents Reagan and Clinton
correctness under the guise of allegations of kept a laser focus for their entire campaigns
Third, President Obama has the
racism will loom over any one who ventures on the economy. While there were plenty of
support of some highly motivated
distractions in 1980 and 1992, the Reagan
groups. For example, since his inauguration, an attack against the President.
and Clinton campaigns were very good at
President Obama has delivered early and
staying on message. They understood
The combination of all of these
often for unions. This includes appointments
to boards (like the National Labor Relations political assets does indeed make President Americans expect performance and the most
important measure of performance is the
Obama a formidable opponent. Yet, add a
Board); union friendly policies – many created by Executive Orders; legislation passed couple more advantages. President Obama economy. Stay on the economy and it will
decide the election.
is a talented campaigner supported by very
during the first two years of his presidency
effective strategists, pollsters, and operawhen Democrats controlled the House and
2012 will be no different. If the
tives, all of whom play the political game very
Senate; and legislation he tried to pass but
was stopped once Republicans gained con- well. It is easy to see why media types think 2012 election gets muddled into a political
reality show featuring a different issue every
trol of the US House. In 2012, it will be time President Obama will win reelection in Noweek, then President Obama’s political mavember.
for unions to pay up or face marginalizachine will manage itself right back into the
tion. It is an easy decision. To put it simply,
White House. On the other hand, if the 2012
There is only one problem. Elecunions will be “all in” for President Obama.
tions are actually decided by voters, not me- election distills down to one issue—the economy—then November 6th will be a long and
dia commentators, nor political pundits.
Unions will be joined by a wide
array of other groups vested in President
difficult night for President Obama.
For Georgians, the 2012 presidenObama’s reelection. These groups are not
tial election is a little reminiscent of the 2002
just supporters. They are political armies
May 2012 VOICES Magazine
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By Sue P. Everhart,
Chairman
Georgia Republican Party
This year’s election cycle has propelled women
into the electoral spotlight like never before.
Though we are a powerful and ever growing voting bloc, I am afraid we are now being unjustly
exploited for little more than political gain.
The Democrats, it seems, are only interested in advancing the role of women when it is
convenient to their side of the aisle. One need
look no further than Sandra Fluke, the Georgetown Law student turned liberal activist, to understand where the Democrats see the role of
women – that is, as convenient carriers of their
progressive and ultra-liberal message.

serve better than to be pawns on Barack
Obama’s political chess board. We are strongwilled, level headed and sick and tired of our
cause only being advanced by the President and
his allies when it is convenient to their daily talking points.
You know in your heart under Barack
Obama’s leadership, something is deeply wrong
in our country. The America you know and love is
about to be driven into a ditch and soon there will
be no turning back.
Our cause is one that transcends gender. It is time to put America back on a course of
greatness with a growing economy, good jobs
and fiscal discipline. That's what our fight is
about—it is about believing in America enough to
battle for it.

The straw that broke the camel’s back,
however, occurred recently when Democratic
National Committee adviser Hilary Rosen overstepped virtually every imaginable boundary in
egregiously claiming Ann Romney, the mother of
five and MS survivor, had “never worked a day in
Our strength to fight and win comes
her life.”
from you. And with our biggest battle just ahead,
we need your help more than ever. You are the
As a woman and a mother, I was highly key to victory. No one else can take your place
offended by her deplorable comments. There are on the front lines of the battle for our country's
few things in this world more rewarding than rais- future.
ing children, and I believe mothers deserve the
Remember my motto – W.I.N: Women in
utmost respect for their tireless efforts, both in
Numbers. We are women, and we will win!
and out of the household. Being a mother is a
fulltime job, and any claim to the contrary is simply untrue. Quite frankly, these comments speak Please consider joining the Georgia Republican Party President’s Club to let me know that
volumes to the Democrats’ true feelings about
America’s hard working and independent minded you believe in America as much as I do. To
join, please visit www.gagop.org/pclub or mail
women.
your contribution of $10 or more to the GAGOP at
P.O. Box 550008 Atlanta, GA 30355. Thank you!
Simply put, women in our country deMay 2012 VOICES Magazine
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By Toria Morgan
Obama does not see his policies
as harming American freedom. But his
hands on approach to the economy does
mark one of the biggest distinctions between Democrats and Republicans. An
Obama campaign documentary, released
March 15, portrays the President taking
office as the economy teetered on the edge
of collapse and then steering it back from
There are more women than men the brink with a $787 billion stimulus packwho are registered to vote. Therefore we
age. Romney says the weak recovery
need to educate ourselves on all the issues proves Obama’s approach was wrong.
so we can enlighten and educate our girlfriends whose only means of education is
Speaking in Chicago Romney
the mass media.
said, “This administration thinks our economy is struggling because the stimulus was
David Frum, with the Daily
too small; the truth is we’re struggling beBeast , says “Republicans will make a
cause our government is too big.”
I personally believe we as Repub- grave mistake if they persuade themselves
that it's social issues that most strongly
Rich Galen in the April 11, 2012,
lican women are more complex and have
motivate women voters.”
Mullings report said: "The election between
much deeper concerns and I would cerRomney and Obama will be decided by who
tainly hope women as a group, Republican
Linda DiVall, a Republican pollhas the best ability to guide the nation
and Democrat alike, would express our
ster with American Viewpoint, expects the through the next coming worldwide ecodispleasure with the way the mass media
focus on the election to be on the econnomic downturn. If Americans think that
makes US appear so shallow.
omy." Ms. DiVall bases her assessment on class warfare is the right approach then
recent focus groups she conducted with
Barack Obama will be re-elected. If on the
Gov. Romney acknowledged to
other hand Americans believe that expandPolitico he has "work to do" to get his mes- independent suburban women who voted
sage out to women. "We need to make sure for Obama in 2008 and are now undecided. ing opportunities to succeed is the best way
For the women with no college degree and to go then Mitt Romney will be sworn in on
we take our message to the women of
a household income under $50,000 – put- January 20, 2013.”
America, so they understand how we're
ting food on the table and gas in the tank
going to get good jobs and we're going to
have a bright economic future for them and was the top concern. For the working colLadies, you have your work cut
lege graduates, having enough money for
out for you. Your job is to educate all your
for their kids. And make sure these distortheir retirement was top of mind.
tions the Democrats throw in are clarified
friends as to the economic importance of
and the truth is heard,"
this election!!
The Obama administration has
injected itself into government loan guaranI believe we as women are conWho Am I?
tees to companies such as the Solyndra
cerned with;
Toria is a veteran political
• Education for our children and grand- solar energy company, which filed for bank- community activist and
ruptcy, not to mention refusing to allow
current State of GA GOP
children
companies to relocate into areas they deem Assistant Treasurer.
• The cost of gas that gets us to our
unfriendly to unions.
She serves on the Georjobs, IF we have one
gia 11th District and
• The economy if we don’t
Mitt Romney has said, “When the State Committees. Toria
is past president of the
• Interest received on savings accounts heavy hand of government replaces the
Cobb County Republican
invisible
hand
of
the
market,
economic
freeand retirement benefits
Women’s Club.
dom is the inevitable victim.”
How many have heard that Republicans
have declared war on women and wondered where in the world that came from?
Apparently, our friends across the aisle
believe the only thing women are concerned with is sex and who will pay for the
contraception. According to the Los Angeles Times a poll shows women giving the
President a lead over Mitt Romney in battleground states. DNC Chairwoman Wasserman-Schultz said, “That's because of Republicans' focus on contraception, abortion,
and other social issues.” She said this “was
driven by the Republicans' focus on issues
such as whether health insurance should
have to cover contraception.”

May 2012 VOICES Magazine

• Economic freedom to start up a business.
• Medicare for our parents and ourselves, as well as concern for our children.
There is a reason some of us are called the
sandwich generation!
• The security of our borders.
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Reprint, VOICES Magazine
Spring 2008
By Judy True

Every
9. Traveling from event to event – but NOT
campaign season, club officers
for personal stops en route.
are astonished at the number of volunteer
10. Volunteering at county, state or Federahours that go unrecorded and unrecogtion headquarters.
nized. Many new club members know little if 11. Volunteering for a Republican candidate for a non-partisan office, e.g.,
anything about the reasons for recording
school board elections.
their volunteer time.
12. Working as a poll watcher on Election
Why do we need to do this
Day, but NOT if you are paid.
“recording?” Volunteer hours demonstrate 13. Involvement in a Campaign Management School, i.e., training to be a facthe power of Republican women. NFRW
honors individual clubs and State Federaulty member, teaching and organizing
tions that spend significant amounts of time
a campaign school, etc.
promoting the party, Republican candidates, 14. Working on Election Day as an Election
Judge or Election Clerk – but only if
and the Federation of Republican Women.
you turn the money you are paid over
The following information is
to your county party or your local club.
cited from NFRW Policy for Counting
15. Presenting political programs and
speeches at local civic organizations.
Volunteer Campaign Hours. Presidents:
Please distribute a copy of these activi- 16. Appearing on local media for the GOP
ties to your club members.
cause.
17. Running for office – all time spent camVolunteer Activities include:
paigning.
1. All non-paid political activities benefit- 18. Time of NFRW Associate Member [men
and women] volunteering for the Feding the party, candidates, and the Federation or GOP, i.e., working at the
eration.
headquarters of the Party or a candi2. Work done at home, i.e. mailings, preparing campaign posters, phone calls
date, putting up signs, etc.
etc.
3. Work at and/or for a special event – but
not as a paid guest or if you are comThis year . . .
pensated for the event.
EVERY hour counts!
4. Attendance at and travel portal to portal
to GFRW Board Meetings and Conventions – as well as time spent in
preparation for Federation meetings if
Does your club provide directions
and assistance to members for keeping
you serve on a committee.
5. Time in session at [and travel portal to
track of their volunteer hours? Or is this a
portal] precinct/ward, county, district, or last minute – “Oh, by the way . . . “ item on
a meeting agenda?
state party conventions for delegates
and alternates only.
6. Time in session including travel portal to
Has this topic been carefully
portal to RNC conventions (delegates scheduled to maximize members’ attention?
Has the topic been scheduled well in adand alternates only).
7. Time spent as a county, state, or navance of when accumulated hours are to be
tional party committee member or as a reported?
temporary member, i.e. Rules CommitAre members supplied with a
tee, Resolutions Committee, etc.
record form or booklet or directions for re8. Political work at club meetings, i.e. getcording hours?
ting petitions signed, doing mailings,
etc. (Time at regular club meetings
does NOT count.)
May 2012 VOICES Magazine
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Improve demonstrations of volunteer hours for your club through the following activities:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Include in meeting folders or “packets
for members” a tally sheet for your
members to complete and turn in
showing hours and activities related to
the event(s). Distribute at meetings
such as: (a) Federation Board of Directors Meetings and Conventions and (b)
Party Conventions, precinct or ward
meetings, county, district, state, RNC
(Delegates and Alternates only).
Distribute at orientation meetings for
(a) county, state or national committees. (b) club volunteers signing up to
work in political activities of the club
(i.e. getting petitions signed, doing
mailings, making phone calls, working
at a special event, etc.) (c) club volunteers signing up to work for a Republican candidate for nonpartisan elections
or to work for a Party candidate.
Have available at each meeting Tally
Sheets on which members may record
their hours and update their record
prior to the end of the meeting..
If members are given a directory for the
year, include several tally sheets.
Provide small wallet size notebooks or
calendars for members to carry.
(Having the notebook/calendar on
hand will encourage more careful record keeping.)
Through e-mails and newsletters—
remind club members to update their
tally sheets.

Volunteering is an avocation that
is ongoing – it is not restricted to campaign
years! But this year—every hour counts.
Begin now to enable your members to demonstrate a commitment to volunteering by
developing a system that encourages them
not only to volunteer, but to keep track of
their efforts.
[For more information and instructions
about Campaign Volunteer Award Hours—
contact GFRW Campaign Chairman—Debbie
McCord (706-833-4731) or email debbie9mccord@gmail.com. ]
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What LEADERS
Need to Know

By Suzi Voyles
Graphic: Print Shop 22

Immediate Past President of GFRW

Bookstore shelves usually overflow
with a vast array of books containing
the latest theories on what makes a
good leader. College course catalogues, high school curricula, and
even elementary school websites brag
on their ability to develop tomorrow’s
leaders. Everyone is looking for the
perfect “recipe” to transform themselves into a great leader. In the marketplace directors and managers are a
dime a dozen, but true leaders are
rare.

Use time wisely. As my grandmother
would say, “don’t put off for tomorrow
what you can accomplish today” -simple, but true. Procrastination is
lethal. Make sure appointments are
kept and you are known for your punctuality. I often instructed my children
being late is equivalent to stealing.
They were stealing the time that
someone else appropriated for other
items or people. Being on time also
allows those with whom you are dealing to know you value them. Absurdum est ut alios regat, qui seipsum
The Book of Proverbs tells regere nescit. (It is absurd that a man
US that, “where there is no vision, the should rule others, who cannot rule
people perish.” Vision takes into ac- himself.)
count a direction and scope, far beyond the tenure or any one person.
Read. The best leaders are avid readWithout a vision for what can be,
ers. I’m not talking about the magathose who head organizations doom zines we can glance through at the
them to either mediocrity or extinction, hair salon or dentist. Find a variety of
because something doesn’t exist
good books on various subjects. Make
solely to mechanically function.
it a habit to find books that will further
your abilities in the area in which you
Unfortunately, we are suffer- work, but also read other great books
ing from a shortage of the type of
which will expand your horizons.
leadership that turned this country into
the most magnificent exercise in gov- Pay attention to the details. There is
ernmental history. We flourished when a popular television show, “Who’s the
we followed the principles of our
Boss,” where the CEO or other highFounders. But just what are those
ranking officer goes undercover as a
qualities that make up a great leader? new employee in an area far from the
There are several common threads
Boardroom. In each episode, the
visible in those who are sought to
“boss” discovers a new or better perlead.
spective on how the company should
function. Regardless of who or what
Be organized. Good leaders act de- we lead, we must recognize our horiliberately and methodically in their
zon is limited. It is often the proverbial
approach to issues. They have
small hole in the pocket that causes
learned to prioritize what is critical and huge financial problems. Those peowhat can be delayed until a later time. ple who are good stewards of the
One cannot be an effective leader, if small items will typically be wellshe is always at the mercy of obstadisciplined with more important matcles that are out of her own control.
ters.
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Keep your commitments. The Bible
teaches that we should let our “yes be
yes and our no be no.” Don’t make
promises you have no intention or
ability to keep. People who believe
they can please everyone are foolishly
deceiving themselves. And, likewise,
people who believe they can deceive
one group to please another will find
neither side will remain loyal to them.
Once you start something, finish it!
This also gets back to self-discipline
and organization. Multi-tasking is quite
popular, but make sure everything is
organized sufficiently to accommodate
the details of what needs to be accomplished. Far too often the initiation
of far too many projects results in
unfinished business. A far better approach is to establish manageable
timelines and stick to them.
Accept responsibility. If you are the
leader, then lead! Accept the job
before you and meet it with enthusiasm. When there are mishaps or failure, readily admit them and learn a
better approach for finishing the task.
This will also encourage those who
are under your leadership to follow
your example and become better
workers themselves.
Care for those with whom you
serve. A great leader is above all
things a servant. Develop the ability to
show your concern and empathy for
those around you. Ask about their
family; find out about their interests or
preferences.

Continued on Page 26
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Continued from Page 25
One cannot be “best friends” with everyone, but a
leader should develop and express genuine kindness for those who work with him. By paying attention to what goes on around you, you can learn from
the experience of others. Careful observation is invaluable to anyone in any field, from sports to science to politics. But again, you cannot be everywhere. Everyone's individual power of observation is
necessarily limited. Having like minded, honest
workers around you is a valuable asset toward this
effort.
Believe in what you are doing. In order to be effective, you must press on to the goal. There will be
times when the task may drain every ounce of energy from you. You will meet opposition. You will
have to display decisive resilience and reach toward
the finish line; do not slack off or worse, quit, regardless of the odds. Martin Luther King, Jr., stated, “The
ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in
moments of comfort, but where he stands at times of
challenge and controversy.” Believing in what you
are doing will propel you toward that goal.
Recognize that this is not about you. If you are a
leader, your position is not about resume building,
power, or pre-eminence. It is about purpose. A great
leader is a steward for a time and a place. It should
be her goal to see others catch the vision and eventually run further in time than she will ever reach.
Our sixth President stated it best, “If your actions
inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more
and become more, you are a leader.”

Who Am I?
Suzi Voyles is Immediate
Past President of GFRW
and is currently serving
GFRW as Chairman of
the Leadership Development Committee. She is
also a member of the
NFRW Membership
Committee and the Fundraising Committee.
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Louise Little
Ninth District
I am Louise Little, a native of Young Harris, Georgia, and sister of Reva Jennings, another staunch GFRW lady and Past President. My husband, Eugene, and I have been
married 55 years, enjoying two sons and three grandchildren.
Retired from the medical technology profession (Associated School of Clinical
Pathology), I am now an active community volunteer in my church (Morganton Baptist
Church) and pursuing political volunteer work. Over the years, Eugene and I have
traveled all over the United States, via motorcycle, and we have enjoyed skiing, both
water skiing and snow skiing. (I even water skied in a Ski Show!) These days we go
“jeeping” in our yellow jeep, when we aren’t gardening or caning vegetables.
Political volunteer work started in 1984. In Colorado, I was politically active
from 1984—1994 where I was a member of the Colorado Federation of Republican
Women. Moving to Georgia and Fannin County, I became Treasurer of the Fannin
County Republican Party from 1995-2007. I was Vice President and, later, President of
the Union County Federation of Republican Women from 2005—2009. At the state
level I was Third Vice President of the Georgia Federation, serving two terms. In 2007,
I was appointed Assistant Treasurer of the Ninth District Republican Party.
I am still active in local federation activities as an associate member of the
Fannin County Republican Women’s Club. Political activities over the years have included stints as precinct chairman, poll worker and poll manager, as well as working as
a volunteer in various political races.
Community work has been my avocation and service with the Lion’s Club has
included being President and holding other offices at local, district, and state levels. I
have worked on the Board of Directors for Georgia Mountain Health and enjoyed membership in the Daughters of the Confederacy where I am currently treasurer.
Continuing to serve the Georgia Federation of Republican Women, I am so
very excited to begin this new adventure as Ninth District Director. I truly hope I can
continue to work to “Take Back America.”

Recognize that this is not about you.
If you are a leader, your position is not about resume
building, power, or pre-eminence. It is about purpose.
Suzi Voyles
Summer 2010 VOICES Magazine
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By Johnell Woody
Photo Shop

Developing the skills to effectively delegate is an art. It is an important
leadership skill in any organization, especially so in volunteer organizations. Through effective delegation, the organization runs smoothly,
leaders and followers develop new skills, and future successes are ensured. Yet, this can be one of the most daunting tasks for a leader.
There are some delegation basics that are essential to the process.
There are many sources of information on this topic. Here is a look at
some of those basics, namely: why, when, when not, what, what not, and
how to delegate.
Why delegate? Delegate because one person cannot do it all and do it
all well! Here are some of the best reasons to delegate:
Prevent burnout
Lessen stress
Relieve pressure
Free time for more important or complicated responsibilities
Increase productivity (yours and others)
Develop the leaders around you

the highest cost benefit? What is the worst thing that can
happen if you let go? What can be achieved in the best
case scenario? (Don’t forget the benefits of more time,
less stress, etc.)
How to delegate: Start small. Assign simpler tasks, watch the
growth in those doing the projects, and keep the projects
you most love. As confidence grows, share more of the
work load.
Think win-win. Delegating is a win-win for both leader and
follower. Building up others, shaping future leaders to be
stronger and more confident is a benefit and a blessing to
all involved.
Realize that this is a good thing! By delegating, the pressure is
lessened, more members of the organization grow in skills
and abilities, more is accomplished, and more are included in the process.
Understanding the organization and those within the organization
are essential for the skilled delegator. More importantly, it is the willingness to surrender power, so that others may grow. This is the leadership
trait that separates those who hold merely delegation position power
from great leaders.
It is the creation of a smooth, efficient organization in which followers
are crafted and nurtured by the wisdom and foresight of a skilled leader
that ensures the future of a volunteer organization. Good leaders are
more concerned about the good of the whole than about the self. Mark
Twain said it best, “Great things happen when you don’t care who gets
the credit.”

When to delegate:
When tasks better suited to someone else’s skills and talents
When there are too many tasks and too little time
When followers can be empowered and equipped
When the objectives are clear, concise, and understood by all involved
When a cynic can be won over by recognizing their experience and
knowledge

References:
Callier, V., 2010. Developing leadership through delegation. American
Jails. May/June 2010.
Lease, A.J., 2009. The art of delegation. American School Board Journal, 196(7), 32-33. www.asbj.com
Robinson, T.M., 2010. Lose control. Black Enterpris,105.

When not to delegate:
When tasks are sensitive (i.e., conflict, personnel issues, etc.)
When tasks do not yet have clear objectives
When there is no one ready, willing, or able
Often failure to delegate is due to the misconception it is quicker to
do it than to explain it, set timelines and accountability, and be available
for assistance (and often -- “Who better than me to do it right the first
time?”) Attempting to do too much leads to burn out, loss of effectiveness, and unnecessary stress.

Who Am I?
VOICES columnist Johnell Woody, has a degree in
Business, Real Estate Emphasis, from Cerritos College, CA, and is currently studying for an additional
degree at Kennesaw State University. She has
worked as a real estate broker, manager, trainer, and
consultant. She is the owner and director of Westwood School of Real Estate Studies and is a member
of the Cobb County Republican Women’s Club and
the Georgia Real Estate Educators Association.

Another hindrance in the delegation process is holding on too tightly
to the power of the position, ego, or fear of losing control and of losing
out on the credit. Here are some tips on how to “lose control” by letting
go.
What to delegate: Evaluate your work load. What tasks have
27
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TECH Talk:

How to Make Conference Calls
By Bobbie Frantz
GFRW Communications Committee and
VOICES Staff Member

You are president of your GOP women’s club
and you need to talk to your club members
about an important action item that is coming
up, and you have no time for a meeting. What
is the best way to get everyone on the same
page at the same time without driving all over,
without having to worry about a place to meet,
without spending money on gas, etc?

• Reservationless—available 24/7
•
• Unlimited Account and Conference Access
• Free Recording, Download, and Playback
• Emailed Call Report after each Conference
Call

Account Management Tools - Management tools allow each subscriber to
log in online to update account information, access dial-in credentials, call detail
reports, billing statements and listen,
download, or podcast recordings.

In addition to the Free Conference
Calls, there are a myriad of applications that
How do you get an account? Simply
can make your life easier when you are the sign up for a FreeConferenceCall account for
You are a precinct chairman and one in charge:
phone conferencing and you will be given a
want to get your precinct leaders organized for
dedicated phone number, an access code, a
the next canvassing. You don’t have the time • Free Conference Call HD—for use with subscriber PIN, and complete instructions on
to arrange a meeting, so what are your op- Skype, etc.
how to utilize the services.
tions?
• Toll-Free Conferencing Services
• Paid for Conferencing
How do you set up a conference
Conference Calls are the answer.
• Free Screen Sharing
call? Notify your participants of the date and
• Simple Event
time for your conference call. Provide them
FREE1Conference Call to the res- • Free International Conference Calling
with the conference dial-in number and particicue! Yes, there is a free program found at • Simple Voice Center
pant access code. At the scheduled time of
FreeConferenceCall.com that can solve a lot • Simple Voice Box
the conference call, everyone dials in and
of problems. This program allows up to 96 • Simple Blast
once connected the conference call begins.
callers on a conference call with free recording • Voice Messaging Services
of the conversation. You can conduct teleIt’s just that easy. Why not try it
phone conference calls anytime without a
Of course, there are certain stipula- today?
reservation, plus you have the added benefit tions that apply and here they are:
1
of recording your conference calls for free!
Only normal domestic long distance rates are
• Cost - Free Conferencing Corporation’s charged by the participant's long distance carOwn an iPhone? There is an App
free conferencing and voice messaging
riers for the length of the call. Teleconferences
for this. This FreeConferenceCall application
services provide a toll dial-in number and can have up to 96 participants for 6 hour period of time per session. Each FreeConfernot only allows you to sign up, log in and maneach caller is responsible for any long
age live conferences on your personal iPhone:
distance charges, if applicable. Our toll- enceCall account remains safe and secure and
is never shared or sold. Our free conference
but, it also provides the ability to conduct
free services provide a toll-free (800)
call service provides you a great opportunity
FREE conference calls right from the page.
dial-in number and the account holder
to connect to many people on a conference
You will need to create a separate account for
pays for each caller at $0.06 per minute. call. Loaded with great features, our phone
the iPhone. Features include:
•
Web Controls - Advanced free and toll- conferencing service has revolutionized the
free conferencing services provide free
way in which national and international tele• Free Application Download
web-based features for pre, live, and post conferences are organized.
• Free Account Activation
conference call management.
• Up to 1,000 Callers on each Conference Call
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Sheila Galbreath
Babe Atkins-Byrne Gussie Gammon
Rosan Hall
Sherry Barnes
Lydia Hallmark
Stephanie Berry
Barbara Hickey
Marjean Birt
Pat Huntoon
Nita Boeglen
Tamara Johnson
T.R. Brooks
Tracy Lewis
Sheila Brower
Pam LIghtsey
Charlice Byrd
Bettye Chambers Debbie McCord
Sharon Penner
Vivian Childs
Sherry Roedl
Wanda Duffie
Varie Rustin
Bobbie Frantz

MEMBERS

Donna Towery
Judy True
Diane Vann
Kathyrn Webb
Rose Wing
Johnell Woody

Camden County Republican Women
Coastal Republican Women’s Club
Republican Women of Henry County
Cobb County Republican Women
Golden Isles Republican Women
SUSTAINING
Greater Fayette Republican Women
MEMBERS
Middle Georgia Republican Women
Barbara Alderman
Northeast Georgia Republican Women
Donna Weczorek
Paulding County Republican Women
Women’s Republican Club of Richmond County
Vickie Temple

Check one: ___ Reagan Club Membership $100,
___ GFRW SUStaining Membership $25
Name __________________________________________________
Club ___________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________
City _______________________State ____ ZIP _______________

Members of the Georgia Federation of Republican Women have the opportunity to become a
member of the 2012 Ronald Reagan Club. Memberships enable GFRW to achieve the organization’s
goals for the Republican cause in Georgia. Your contribution makes it possible for GFRW to:
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain the website— www.gfrw.org
Photo: Judy True
Print educational materials
Post the on-line magazine VOICES
Post the weekly E-News to your e-mail address
Form new clubs and support existing clubs.

We welcome your contribution as a Reagan
Club Member ($100) or as a GFRW Sustaining Member ($25). Your local club can also join the Reagan
Club. Membership dues support GFRW’s efforts to
advance the participation of Republican Women in all
areas of politics and to promote Republican candidates and philosophy.

Telephone ________________________________________
E-Mail Address ____________________________________
E-Mail Preferences:
__ plain text only, __ rich text color,
__PDF attachment, __ WORD Attachment.
Make your check payable to GFRW and on the reference line—write
Reagan Club. Mail to:
Wanda Duffie
4193 Day Road
Martinez, GA 30907

May 2012 VOICES Magazine
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Members are entitled to a special pin (see the
round pin above). Members are also recognized on
the website and they enjoy VIP seating at GFRW
Board of Directors’ meetings and functions. Sustaining members are also recognized on the website.
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By Lis Overton, Chairman
GFRW Membership Committee
This summer is NO
time to rest; become a
magnet that draws in
others wanting to become involved.
Because this is the election of our lives, this summer is a critical time for our nation and an excellent opportunity to grow and strengthen our memberships.

come, tell them they need to join your club and receive
your monthly newsletter that gives them information about
the club, events and what other Republican clubs in your
area are doing. Tell them, “Everything doesn’t occur at our
meetings.” Also, tell them by joining they are helping elect
the strong Republican candidates the Club supports when
they donate to the campaigns.

You can create a “business
card” that fits in their wallet and conWe are all out and about attending fundraisers for tains your meeting information (time,
place, and RSVP contact and phone
candidates, attending GOP meetings, holding rallies.
number to remind them when your club
When we go to any of these events, we should wear our
meets). Give one out to them so they will think about it. We
name tags identifying us as proud Republican Women.
have done this in Savannah and are now on our second
Wearing our name badges printing. We also give this card to our new members for
their wallets.
makes us magnets to other
women who are as frustrated as
we are about our country's current
We have also offered our members additional
name tags, different from the ones they wear at our meetsituation. They will start asking
you, “What are the Republicans doing to fix our problems?" ings -- name tags with plastic sleeves, or help them order
permanent ones with magnetic clasps to wear out to
Start telling them about what’s happening locally in your
area and about your club where you meet monthly to edu- events. We all have so much to do to win our local races
and the presidency back. There are women out there just
cate your members on what’s going on locally, statewide,
looking for a sign that will help them get involved. Be that
and nationally. Tell them you have speakers that are “in
the fire” and offer ways your members can engage to make sign. Be that Magnet!
a difference.

Who Am I?

It will lead to questions about when and where you
meet. Then they may give reasons why they can’t come:
they work, they play tennis, etc. We’ve heard them all.
Then tell them they should make arrangements just once a
month at lunch to come and listen. But, if they really can’t

Lis Overton is Chairman of the GFRW Membership Committee
and is currently serving as President of the Savannah Area Republican Women’s Club.

Past Presidents Of the Georgia Federation of Republican Women
S.S. Halliburton, 1957
Halycon “Chon” Bell, 1960—1962
Anne Bateman, 1962—1964
Rita Creeson & W.C. LeShanna,
Oct. 1964—March, 1965
Lee Ague Miller, 1965—1967
Bootsie Calhoun, 1967—1968
Virginia Estes Massey, 1968—1971
Margaret Holliman, 1971—1975
Lil McAfee, 1975—1977
June Kidd, 1977—1979
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Kathie Miller, 1979—1983
Helen Van Waldner, 1983—1985
Sandra Deyton, 1985—1987
Reva Jennings, 1987—1989
Kathie Miller, 1989—1993
Sharon Jacoby, 1993—1997
Emma Hinesley, 1997—2001
Valerie Betz, 2001—2005
Millie Rogers, 2005 – 2009
Suzi Voyles, 2009—2011
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Librarian: J. D. Van Brink
Introduction. Mark Reed Levin graduated
magna cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa from
Temple University Ambler in 1977 at the ripe
old age of 19. He then went on to earn a juris
doctorate from Temple University Beasley
School of Law in 1980. During the Reagan
administration, Levin advised several cabinet
members and served as Attorney General
Edwin Meese’s chief of staff. He is a lawyer,
constitutional scholar, hosts a nationally syndicated talk radio show, contributes to various
media outlets such as National Review Online,
currently serves as President of Landmark
Legal Foundation, and is a New York Times
bestselling author. My wife and I had the
distinct honor and pleasure of hearing Levin
speak at an Americans for Prosperity event in
Washington, D. C., last November. His wit
and passion were infectious; and, “The Great
One,” as fellow radio talk show host Sean
Hannity calls him, brought the house down.

trasts the Conservative and Statist positions
on several issues, including scientific progress, spiritual faith, the Constitution, Federalism, free markets, the welfare state, environmentalism, immigration, and national security.
The Epilogue contains Levin’s “Conservative
Manifesto,” in which he provides a blueprint
for restoring our Constitutional Republic. The
book is replete with insightful quotations from
Conservatives and revealing quotations from
Statists.

What is “a conservative?”
What does a conservative
believe?

The Conservative believes in scientific progress; but, also believes in change
constrained by prudence, which is elegantly
expressed by Conservative philosopher EdIn Liberty and Tyranny: A Conserva- mund Burke who wrote, “By this unprincipled
facility of changing the state as often, and as
tive Manifesto, authored in 2009, Levin conmuch, and in so many ways, as there are
trasts two competing visions for humanity -floating fancies or fashions, the whole chain
the Conservatives, whose purpose is to preand continuity of the commonwealth would be
serve and improve the civil society, and the
Statists, whose dream is to promote a utopian broken. No one generation could link with the
state. Levin argues that modern day Liberals other. Men would become little better than the
flies of a summer.” This belief stands in stark
may best be thought of as Statists, because
the classical definition of Liberal, which is the contrast to the Statist’s utopian belief in unbridled experimentation without regard to conseopposite of authoritarian, does not apply to
them. The Statist empowers the state through quences and is brilliantly described by the
soft tyranny that may, over time, become the British writer-philosopher C. S. Lewis who
wrote, “Of all tyrannies, a tyranny sincerely
hard tyranny of totalitarianism. Liberty and
Tyranny incorporates many of the arguments exercised for the good of its victims may be
the most oppressive. It would be better to live
Levin raised in his 2005 book, Men In Black:
How The Supreme Court Is Destroying Amer- under robber barons than under omnipotent
ica, in which he postulated, for several years, moral busybodies. The robber baron’s cruelty
activist judges from across the political spec- may sometimes sleep, his cupidity may at
trum have been exceeding their constitutional some point be satiated; but, those who torment US for our own good will torment US
authority by legislating from the bench.
without end for they do so with the approval of
In its ten chapters, Liberty and Tyranny contheir own conscience.”
May 2012 VOICES Magazine
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The Conservative’s belief in progress dovetails nicely with their strong support
for Federalism, which promotes harmony and
experimentation by, among, and within the
States while limiting both the negative impacts
of a bad decision and unnecessary government spending. Also, Federalism better reflects the interests of the people and gives
them options of mobility if they do not like
what their state is doing. Statists promote
nationalism and internationalism, because
they truly believe that what they want is best
for everyone: a one-size-fits-all mentality.
Levin believes that the 17th amendment and a
misinterpretation of the Constitution’s commerce clause have drastically eroded Federalism, creating an administrative state as the
fourth branch of government blackmails the
states. Levin also refutes the Statist’s position
that slavery is an argument against Federalism. Levin points out the Federal government
at times actually ignored Federalism by promoting the rights of the slave states over the
rights of the free states. Essentially, violations
of Federalism prolonged slavery.
The Conservative believes in Natural Law as embodied in our founding documents -- the Declaration of Independence and
the Constitution of the United States. According to Levin, “It is Natural Law, divined by God
and discoverable by reason, that prescribes
the inalienability of the most fundamental and
eternal human rights -- rights that are not conferred on man by man and, therefore, cannot
legitimately be denied to man by man.” The
Statist, on other hand, does not believe in
“unalienable rights” and views the founding
documents as obstacles to be overcome and
subverted by any means necessary, especially by judicial activism.

Continued on next page
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Book Nook
The Conservative is an originalist who studies the founding
documents and seeks to know the original intent of the Constitution and
its 27 amendments, trusting in the Constitution’s own amendment process to seek a more perfect union. The Statist believes the Constitution
is a “living and breathing document” and uses the courts, which they
consider their clearest path to power, like an ongoing constitutional
convention, perpetually searching for rights that do not exist.

ing “junk science” to scare people with false crises, such as the DDT
scare initiated by Rachel Carson’s book, Silent Spring, which resulted in
millions of deaths after the EPA banned DDT in 1972. Unbelievably,
the Statist professes the “Earth” (the capitalization implies a deity) is
sacred and human beings are a plague upon it. This belief was breathtakingly expressed should former Homo sapiens decide to rejoin nature,
some of us can only hope for the right virus to come along.”

The Conservative believes private property and free market
capitalism, which are inextricably linked, have created “more wealth and
opportunities for more people than any other economic model” and
limiting personal property rights through excessive taxation and regulation is a form of slavery. The Statist believes in wealth and income
redistribution and “social justice” and champions class warfare and
social engineering through the progressive income and corporate tax
systems. Interestingly enough, the United States taxes the wealthiest
10 percent of Americans more than does any other industrialized nation; and, while the top one percent of income earners paid 39 percent
of federal income taxes in 2007, they earned just 18 percent of pretax
income. A similar disproportionate relationship between taxation and
earnings existed for virtually all those who actually paid personal income taxes. Also, the bottom 40 percent of income earners paid no
federal personal income taxes, leaving them with little perceived stake
in the government’s unconstitutional taxing and spending. According to
Founder James Wilson, “By exclusive property, the production of the
earth and the means of subsistence are secured and preserved, as well
as multiplied. What belongs to no one is wasted by everyone. What
belongs to one man in particular is the object of his economy and care.”

What I found especially interesting while reading Liberty and
Tyranny was it was published before the advent of the modern Tea
Party movement and before The Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (a.k.a Obamacare) became law. As I write this review, the Tea
Party movement has begun its fourth year and the Supreme Court has
just recently heard the arguments for and against Obamacare. I wonder how different the book would have been had it been written just one
year later? I plan to write a review of Levin’s latest book, Ameritopia, in
the next edition of VOICES, and a sneak peek revealed he addresses
these topics.
Liberty and Tyranny earns five stars for methodically and
eloquently capturing the essence of the Conservative and Statist struggle that has been fought within our Republic since the ink was drying on
the Constitution. The battle rages on.

Who Am I?
John David (JD) earned his MBA from Tennessee Technological University. He has
worked at Olin Corporation, EDS, General
Motors, IBM, Barclay’s American Bank,
Duke Power, and The Institute for Nuclear
Power Operations (INPO). JD now works
as a software developer at one of the largest credit card processing companies in the
world, Total System Services (TSYS), in
Kennesaw, GA. He enjoys reading books
on a variety of topics including history, philosophy, and politics.

The Conservative believes in the Constitution’s enumerated
powers, and in individual and fiscal responsibility. The Statist believes
in amassing personal power by creating a dependent class that is willing to trade their liberty for benefits from the public treasury, resulting in
excessive debt, immeasurable opportunity costs, and forced rationing.
As of 2008, the present value of entitlement programs was $53 trillion,
or $175,000 for every man, woman, and child in the United States, and
this figure is rising every day.
The Conservative believes nature, science, and technology
exist to benefit mankind and that individual property rights are the best
way to manage and protect resources. The Statist gains power by us-
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8th District
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Varie Rustin
Louise Little
Jean Blackstone
Johnell Woody
Nita Boeglen
Joyce Hinton
Nancy Hollingshed
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Ensure your club members receive what they pay for. Urge your club secretary to send updates of the club roster and
members’ addresses to the GFRW Treasurer—Sheila Galbreath (sheilagalbreath@gmail.com) and to VOICES Distribution Director—Bobbie Frantz (bdfrantz@bellsouth). Include mailing addresses, telephone numbers, and email
addresses. Without email addresses your members will not receive VOICES Magazine, E-Newsletters, Legislative Updates, or VOICESmail. NFRW’s Republican Woman Magazine is available online in two different
formats (including PDF), as well as the traditional printed copy members will receive by postal mail.
When club members move or change email addresses, forward a copy of these changes to the GFRW Treasurer and to
the VOICES Distribution Director, so members will continue to receive the publications and notices they pay for.

1. Announce when new issue of the magazine is available. Put the links to the publication on your club
website and in your club newsletter. Encourage members to click on the VOICES link in their email
announcement from GFRW.
2. Copy the latest issue of VOICES Magazine to pass around during club meetings. Display VOICES
Magazine, The Republican Woman Magazine, or the latest VOICESmail on a laptop computer before
and after local club meetings. Station a member at the laptop to show others how to access the publications.
3. Make multiple copies of single articles you want to distribute. VOICES Magazine presents numerous one-page articles, articles that are easily duplicated on a printer or scanned and emailed. The
graphic design of each article is designed as a “stand alone” page—easy to copy and share.
4. Any page in VOICES Magazine may be reprinted with credit given to the author and to VOICES. Readers
across Georgia and in other states are encouraged to reprint items of interest in their newsletters and website
postings.

5. Ask computer savy members to forward the VOICES links to local GOP members and to their
friends, neighbors, and family members in other states..
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T.E.A.M. . . . Together Everyone Achieves More
Editor and Layout Artist: Judy True. First Vice President of GFRW and Editor of VOICES, Judy is a well known
author and speaker on organizational leadership topics and has edited a wide variety of publications for professional organizations and nonprofit groups. She also serves as Vice Chairman of the NFRW Public Relations Committee and is Secretary of
READ (Reading Education Association of Dawson County). Judy founded LEADER—an international special interest group,
and served as President and Executive Director. A retired professor from North Georgia College & State University, she
belongs to the Chattahoochee Republican Women’s Club.

Associate Editor: Sherry Roedl. Sherry chairs the GFRW Publications Committee. As a member of the committee
she revised the Policy and Procedures Manual and compiled the Georgia entry for NFRW’s Public Relations Award. A former
Executive Director of the Cobb Symphony Orchestra, Sherry also served as President of the Board of Directors and Executive
Director of Metropolitan Youth Symphony Orchestra of Atlanta She is a licensed real estate broker, formerly affiliated with
Harry Norman Realtors. She is Treasurer of the Cobb County Republican Women’s Club and serves as a member of the
NFRW Public Relations Committee.

Feature Editor and Regional Distribution Director: Millie Rogers. Millie acquires feature articles and directs distribution of VOICES to national and state leaders. A GFRW Past President, she chairs the GFRW Americanism
Committee and is Liberty Day Project Coordinator. A Past President of Cobb County Republican Women and past 2nd Vice
President of the Cobb County Republican Party, she also co-chairs the NFRW Program Committee. MiIlie is employed by
the Cobb County Board of Commissioners.

State Distribution Director and Postmistress for VOICESmail: Bobbie Frantz. Bobbie is VOICES mail
postmistress and she distributes VOICES Magazine to members through emails and postings on www.gfrw.org—the website.
Bobbie began her work on VOICES as a photographer for the publication before becoming Distribution Director. A former
President of North DeKalb Republican Women, she is currently Treasurer and Publicity Chair for the DeKalb GOP. Bobbie is a
retired Legal Administrator.
Columns Editor: Ullainee Stokes. Ullainee Stokes secures articles from standing columnists of VOICES. A Members of the GFRW Bylaws/Rules and Resolutions Committee, she is a Past First Vice President, Treasurer and Secretary of
GFRW. She is the current Secretary and Newsletter Editor of Central DeKalb Republican Women and a Past President.
Ullainee is retired from the construction and insurance industry.

Manuscript Editor: Babe Atkins Byrne. Babe Atkins Byrne edits the initial copy of VOICES. She chaired the
GFRW Membership and Campaign Activities Committees, and is a 30 year member and Past President of the Cobb County
Republican Women’s Club. She is retired as a Judicial Administrative Assistant for the Cobb Superior Court and is doing job
sharing for Judge George Kreeger.

Copy Editor: Melinda Mock . Melinda proofreads the final copy. As President of Healthcare Cost Consultants she
serves as an Orthopedic Nurse Consultant holding certifications in orthopedic nursing and life care planning. She is a member
of the GFRW Bylaws/Revisions and Rules Committee and the Chattahoochee Republican Women. Melinda chairs the 11th
GOP District Rules Committee and is a State GOP Committee member. She is President and CEO of the NAON Foundation.

Editorial Advisor: Lisa Ziriax. VOICES Editorial Advisor Lisa Ziriax is Communications Director for NFRW and responsible for the Republican Woman magazine, the NFRW website, and other promotional materials and programs. Prior to
joining NFRW, she developed Internet and other high-tech applications and worked as a newspaper and magazine editor.
With a bachelor’s degree in journalism she has also instructed journalism classes.
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